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LOEB TO QUIT JOB
THE GUN MEN STILL
AND STAND BY
THEODORE TOO
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PREVAIL IN WESTERN

Washington,

D.

C, July

23.
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Treas

HAR REMAN DID NOT GIVE

STUNT JUST NOW

Errunio

ON EY TO ROOSEVELT BUT

Sea Girt, N. J., July 25. Governor
Wilson entered today on the duty of
his Labor day speech of acceptance
which he left Sea Girt to write in seclusion. Indications are he will not
return heie until Saturday,
Mrs. Wilson and Miss Marg.v-.GAMBLER, HAVE NOT YET BEEN have joined him and M'ss Josie and
Eleanor Wi'son are spending a to? EFFORTS TO SHOW THAT THE CDLGNEL .WAS ELECTED EY AID OF I. F
UP BECAUSE OF AID d.iys with friends at Lyme, Coir?.
ROUNDED
NiORSAN S COMPANY PROVES FAILURE
SHELDON DECLARES
The Governor's mail is accumu' ir- GIVEN THEM BY POLICE SYSTEM
lTig at the rate of several hundred k-THAT THE COOKS HE KEPT ARE OPEN FOR INSPECTION BY THE COM;eis a clay. Among the thins of
which he has been advised b.' his
MITTEE.
HARRY VALLON IS
correspondence is the naming for him,
of no less than forty babies born sine?
ONLY ONE CAUGHT his nomination.

ury department officials are not in- dined to say they believe the report
that William I.oeb, Jr., collector of
customs at New York, and former sec- retary to President Roosevelt is about
to resign to join Roosevelt's new SLAYERS OF ROSENTHAL, NEW YORK

OF SLEUTHS

PEMNSYLV ANIA COUNTIES
'

Sed'Sx

party.
TERRIFIC

CLOUDBURST YESTERDAY AND

NIGHT CAUSED THIRTY OR
1

MORE PEOPLE
COLLARS
LIKE

LAST

TO

WORTH

LOSE
OF

THEIR

LIVES

AND

MINERS

PROPERTY

DESTROYED

latest mentioned. The sec
0F;eel is
reiary nas xoiu menus lie womu nut
SHAFT serve after March 4, should Mr. Taft
and so has Attorney
be
General Wickersham.
This is believed to be the basis for the most recent
reports that they are to retire.
Reports that Collector Loeb intended to resign to join Colonel Roosevelt.

MILLIONS

IN THE

CAUGHT

RATS

TERROR STRICKEN

WOMEN AND CHILDREN

ARE WITHOUT HOMES OR FOOD

TO-DA-

0 NLY

-

QUESTION OF ASKING

EISHOP'S

"
New York, N. Y., July 25. Efforts
nave been impossible of verification
as Mr. Loeb is on a hunting trip in t0 discover the identity of the man
Colorado. He is not expected back for who plotted
gambler Rosenthal's
several days.
death have been balked for the time
!by lio folium rf fhr w.iv. trt ,.n...wl
.wi.hu
CIV nOl I ADC A n A V
Cripple Creek, Colo., July 23. The "H the gang to which they are thought
Western Federation of Miners con- - t0 belong.
vention today voted to increase the! With the exception of Harry
of organizers from $5 Ion, not one of the gray automobile
to $6 a day and expenses after turn- - jKissengers have been arrested since
ing down the committee report which the killing nine days ago.
The grand jury planned to continue
favored an increase to 5 a day.
today its investigation into the gambling charges made by Rosenthal and
POLITICAL DUEL ENDS probably will recall Otto Aversi, the
chauffeur, who drove Police Lieutenant Becker arotlnd town the night of
IN DEATH OF ONE
the murder. It has been learned that
Aversi, after his recent testimony before the grand jury, hurried to Beek- er and told him all that he had testi- REPUBLICAN LEADER IN VIRGINIA SHOOTS

Y

TO STATE CHAIRMAN

LIES
STATE AT DENVER.

BODY
IN

The body of
July
the late Bishop Henry White Warren
who died Tuesday
evening at his
home, in University Park, probably
to
will lie in state in accordance
of numerous friends of the
bishop.
No definite
arrangements for the
funeral will be made until the arrival
relatives in Denver,
Denver, Colo.,

TO TESTIFY NOT YET TAKEN UP

25.

ThousHundreds are homeless.
Washingion, D. C., July 23. George to Mr. Harriman and Mr. Harriman
RTowns are cut
ands are suffering.
Sheldon, treasurer of the republi-wishe- s t;ot got Mr. Harriman with Mr. Bliss
off from railroad, mail, telephone and
got together some $250,000 and tha;
can national committee in 1D0S today
money was handed to the state comand are in
telegraph connections
told the senate committee invest igat- - mittee and never went
into the nadarkness and without fuel. From West
ing campaign funds his version of the tional committee."
Virginia no reports can be secured
contribu-ot
H.
Edward
Harriman's
;ite
"Did Mr. Harriman
see anyono
by the weather bureau for almost
tioll to president Roosevelt's cam else before he contributed?
My memvv"e llul" u'ul- &u,le ls uunupaign in 11)04.
ory of events is a little hazy," said
In the city the storm created great
Mr. Sheldon said he knew unoffiSenator Paynter.
FOREIGNERS
havoc, but while the streets were
cially that J. P. Morgan & Co., and
"I assume that he did not," replied
flooded and traffic delayed, the damC.
in
were
contributors
Flick
Henry
Mr. Sheldon.
was
not
come
sections
other
heavy.
age
while from many
mi.
"Wasn't it a subject of correspond
CITY
X. Bill was ence
It was in tie coke regions that the
The late Cornelius
reports of lives lost by the mountain
between Mr. Harriman and Mr.
treasurer then, but Mr. Sheldon was Roosevelt?"
torrents Tushing into mine slopes. fury of the storm seemed to have
him
unofficial
in
an
been
with
associated
homes
families
of
spent.
ITniontown,
Dunbar,
Hundreds
deserting
"Xo sir, Mr. Roosevelt never knew
Mount Braddock, Connellsvi'le
FEARS OF CLASH BETWEEN
REBELS AND
in a mad rush for safety on the mounanything about it until long after tha
,
,
;ca'rity
rememner
no
me
amounts election."
couiu not
tain sides sought shelter beneath all were inundated. The greatest loss
NEAR
FEDERALS
TLAHULLILO CAUSE
vhkh the Morgan firm or Mr. Frick
Bed.
"What was there about a letter
improvised shacks and tents, toward of life was due to the flooding of the
OPPONENT-CLAHIS DEMOCRATIC
RESIDENTS
TO FLEE TO PLACES CF gave in 1904 but classed them among which disappeared
the construction of which every avail- Superba mine ot Evans, nine miles
from Mr. Harri
Police inspectors Hayes and Lahey
the large contributors.
man's files?"
able niece of debris was turned to from Uniontown.
TO and Captain Daly are under subpoena
FROM THE KILLS SEND WARNING
SAFETY
as
Mr.
The
which
books
Sheldon
Fifteen miners are now accounted
"I know nothing about the letter."
lo appear today.
account. At day break shivering woThere are no in
treasurer kept in 190S were produced
COURT
over the lost, the known death of a foreign
"Wasn't the public first apprised et
men and children gazed
dications that Police Lieutenant BeckSenof
the committee.
Tnrfmin ' Tnv ' Till., 9", Trvvo? trr, cr'a for inspection
this contribution through a letter tha
miner having increased last night's
scene of desolation in the upper
er has decided to waive immunity.
sfm' Pnvntpr nil rrirliifprl thp siibiprf
valley and as the waters total by one.
District Attorney Whitman today are abandoning again the city of Tla-- of ur Harriman's contribution He president had written to Mr. HarriJonesville, Va., July 25. The kill-man?"
Three are missing among the em- - ins of Dr. .Tames W. Walden. a lead- - scored what 'lie believes to be two!,,,,!,,!,,
receded upturned dwellings, shatterh
i,i t,
it m-- ,,
wi
w..f f rrv '
"I cannot tell you," replied Mr.
ed buildings and crumbled piles of ployes of Lemont Mine No. 1 of the ing deln0CTat ta8t night by Perry Wal-- important points in the Rosenthal
tell'
Mr.
he
to
Sheldon
what
clash between ...tasked
Sheldon.
mortar were held in a conglomerated H. C. Frick Coke company, whose lin a rem,ulican leader has fanned to murder case. The first he counted!10 an
kn(?w about lt
"You said that Mr. Roosevelt knew
mass by a railroad bridge or trestle nine foot vein underlies the Superba a threatened outbreak the smoldering when John J. Reisler, otherwise federal troops and numerous bands
..That has all been printed my
of it until after the election.
nothing
of
in
the
rebels
B.
as
Mr."
known
"John
Barber"
vicinity.
or the progress of the debris had
dis
in
feud
the
previous
Blackwater
political
tfr to
Roosevelt," responded Mr. By that you mean that
you have no
total trict. All through the district the to the arraignment on a perjury
Three thousand federal
This estimate will doubtless
troops, gnei(ion
been impeded by some larger and
charge made an affidavit regarding commanded by General Joanum Tel- - j" ..j tijd not recall: that you had writ- - knowledge of his knowing?"
stauncher building. Rain had ceased all the casualties from Wednesday's cialls are lining up.
"I had no knowledge."
with lez and General Antonio Rabago, are ten
The coming trial of 200 mountain-- "Bridgie" Webber's connection
falling some hours earlier but the performance of the elements.
anything. Tell us any way."
im-- ,
more
The
case.
even
second
to
at
Suhave
the
Pedernathe
Mr. Sheldon referred to his books
arrived
made
soon
the
have
who
Those
with
vote
eers
a
Is,
reported
penetrated
"About two weeks before the
charged
selling
heavy precipitation
es, to the southwest of Chi'iiuilm ti0n,' began Mr. Sheldon. "Governor and said the contributions to the naworkings come out with reports causing the authorities to make prep- - portant, came in the announcement
usually dry beds of mountain streams
of almost indescribable ruin.
arations for the protection of the that William Shapiro, chauffeur ofiCily, without encountering any reb- - o'Dell who was state chairman, came tional committee in 190S amounted to
veritable cataracts.
state's els. Bachima to the north and Jim- - :to Mr. Bliss, then treasurer of the
was
$1,053,51 S.27.
"It looks as- if there had been an court and jury. They fear an ou'- the "murder car" would turn
Dunbar, near Connellsville,
'he knew-- about the
all
at
break
k
the
telling
said
ij0 Noria, and Otto, to the south art publican national committee and
terriffic
of
waters
The senate committee
force,"
tragedy
through
paralleling
raged
inundated. The
has been
case this afternoon. Shapiro's state- reported abandoned by the rebels.
cd that whereas it was perfectly clear trying to get former Governor O'DeS
the main streets, upsetting massive
Taggart, who accompanied vilifc last March.
towara
to
is
do
went
much
expected
a
from;
24.
Skeen
got
message
By that Mr. Roosevelt would be elected of New York to testify about the
Dolores, Chihuahua, July
structures and endangering the lives Mine Foreman Ganier. "The water Judge
fixing the responsibility for Rosen-- ; c011 rier to Madera Chia, July 23.
the state ticket was in doubt,
Harriman contribution.
up the tracks and the mountains reading:
He may apsimply ripped
o" hundreds of persons.
murder.
"There are 38 in our party. Before thal's
Americans in this mining camp are
"He asked for some money. Mr. pear later. The committee lias not
twisted and bent the rails in all sorts
A cloudburst was the cause.
we wih; itcisiers amaavit staieu mar. ne ana mMng an effort to grt horses
and Bliss said he had no money but he taken up the question of asking Mr.
The Turtle Creek Valley was visit- of shapes in some p'aces forming an we will submit to going to jail
I"-"U'Ol .ueuwu'e mules to convey the women end wouid see wlhat he could do. He went j Roosevelt to testify,
"'s
wr;Q,.
cnr,rt:die and go to nell."
ed by a disastrous flood and the i
en the night of the killing.
children to Madera, fiom which point
Crops were were torn out and water filled the
damage is enormous.
"I went over to where Rosenthal's
roof."
to
the
they can go by rail to the states. Amheoding
blotted from the eartn.
was
observed
and
lying
'Bridgie'
IN hody
have not been molested since DEADLY PARLOR
Ganier said that the mine was com- PROGRESSIVES ARE
ericans
Railroad traffic through a great terscene
Webber running away from the
MATCH IS AGAIN
conabout
to
rebel
a
filled
the
1,200
four
With
army arrived here but the
demoralized.
point
pletely
is
or' the crime," said Reisler.
ritory
SEVERELY CONDEMNED.
Beand
the
all
Pennsly-vanihorses
seized
rebels
surface
have
from
the
feet
the
opening.
into
ITniontown,
nections
SANTA FE IN
"I asked a man known as 'Kid' Lew-comin
Dolores
extend
mules
and
the
a
that
the
Mining
passenger yond
workings
was unable to get
is what is Bridgie Webber running
of Insurance
3100
feet
Several various directions about
pany has no method of transporting National Convention
into the city easier today.
for?
Commissioners in Session at SpoSESSION
Americans
have
nor
the
any
ores,
Oyster Bay, X. Y., July 25. Colonel
not
did
railroad bridges of that system and and about CO or 70 acres of the openLewis'
catch
"I
reply."
kane, Resolute Against Fire Bug.
Roosevelt smiled today when he was
the Baltimore and Ohio were torn ings are under water which contain
Lieutenant Becker, who was invited means of travel. The store of the
from foundations thought impregnable the bodies of those unaccounted for
by the grand jury to appear and give Dolores Mines company, an American
25. The told of reports that William J. Bryaa
Spokane, Wash., July
in concern is being drawn on heavily
GATHERING OF FOLLOWERS OF THE NEW testimony, made this appearance
and hurled into the maddened waters. m checking lists at the niino office.
was
match"
vigorouswould follow his train through the
deadly
"parlor
;the criminal courts building and an-- every day by the rebels for commis-- i
condemned today by the National
PARTY AT THE COURT HOUSE SELECTS
ly
to
rebels
The
He
to
expect
was
campaign.
he
"Bryan?" he asked.
sary supplies.
nounced
ready
testify.
of Insurance CommissionThe Colonel's jaw shot forward agJUDGE HUTTON DECLINES
to the district attorney's office continue their march into Sonora as Convention
A FULL DELEGATION TO GO TO ALBU- 'went
recomTO HAVE JUROR EXAMINED
and there waited with Lieutenants soon as they can secure sufficient ers which adopted a resolution
gressively and his teeth came tothe enactment by each state gether with a sharp click.
QUERQUE
Costogan and Reilly, who also had re - animals to transport their provisions mending
Louisiana
of
modeled
the
law
after
a
"I don't see that there is anything
sponded to invitations to he escorted and supplies. Many of their horses
Los Angeles, Cal., July 23 Judge
statute, forbidding the use of the
The county mass convention of the by District Attorney Whitman into the died or dropped from exhaustion single dip, white phosphorus match. for me to say at this time," he added.
Hutton ruled against the defense in
room
It was pointed out that Colonel
on the trail into Dolores from Madera
of Clarence S. Dar-ro- Progressive party met in the court grand jury
The convention also endorsed the pro- Roosevelt and Colonel
Topeka, Kans., July 25. An appeal the bribery trial
and the rebels are trying to train
Bryan have
exan
as
house
at
2:30
motion
on
this
afternoon
for
per
its
C.
E.
today
associa
of
of
Marshals'"
"Fire
the
decision
from the
Judge
SUGAR TRUST PAID
crossed swords in two national camof their beef steers to serve as posal
some
as
A.
call.
L.
Leavitt
of
Juror
amination
Haruni
tion, looking to the adoption of a
Branine of the district court of
$2CO,000 TO KEEP
paigns and that the
is
pack animals.
The representation was general
to his alleged bias against the deform fire marshal law.
vey county, Kansas, in dismissing the
PLANTS CLOSED.
Pas-cufamiliar with the characthoroughly
General
25.
secMex.,
July
Juarez,
different
the
fense.
county,
adherthroughout
the
to
suit
delivered
brought
by
injunction
teristics of the Nebraskan,
Among the addresses
in
while
Orozco. rebel commander
The Judge said such a test could tions being represented and the inents of President Taft to prevent the
But Despite Leading Questions Han- - chjefi is 8tm in juareZj apparently day was one by W. L. Clayton, of thus far he has had no opportunity
a
and
was
auer
shown
terest
tne
law
not
witnin
be
made
spirit
strong,
of Life to become acquainted with the fightnames of Roosevelt electors from ;
nam Would Not Admit That Dev - making n0 effort to Ieave, a'though it Colorado on "Conservation
Even in spite of the
encouraging.
being placed upon the republican pri-- trial had once started.
Were Used to Keep hag bpen expected he would depart and Prevention of Accidents."
Methods
ious
ing qualities of the democratic nomThe taking of testimony was ex time of year, which is not propitious
inee of 1012.
mary ballot, was filed in the supreme
Colonel Roosevelt wa9
Record of Deal Off the Books of wUh ,.ia rp,,, rnmmnncl todav. follow- afternoon.
and
to
be
resumed
of
especthis
for
bekind,
pected
any
gatherings
court here today. The arguments
irritated by the opinion given by JaBig Concern.
his leaders MO ACTION IS LIKELY
with
conference
a
was
ing
the
those
political,
meeting
ially
fore the supreme court as to whether
ON WORKMEN'S BILL. cob Livingston, New York state elecTo all outward appearan- yesterday.
a success.
Many among the farming
tion commisioner, that under the law
it should take up the case on an apSan Francisco, Cal., July 25.-- The
o
hoad
stm
g
0rQzvQ
gupreme
ceg
WILL community would have been present examination of William H. Hannam,
no candidates for presidential electpeal or not will be heard Saturday.
the
D.
The
23.
the rebellion.
notwithstanding
C, July
Washington,
not the harvesting of crops held
secretary of the Western and sprecK-le- s talk that he is to be superseded. Workmen's Compensation bill was not ors could be named by petition by the
WIELD GAVEL had
at
home.
them
was
DEFEATED.
CLARK DEMOCRAT
Sugar Refining companies,
Some of the rebel commands which reported by the house judiciary com- national progressive party in this
The meeting was called to order by resumed at today's hearing of the linv-Cedar Rapids, la., July 23. State
of mittee as its supporters had hoped, state.
bpen nnpratiner southwest
Chicago, 111., July 25. Senator A. Colonel George W. Prichard, the government's suit in equity against
Chairman N. F. Reed, of Ottumwa,
north
and its opponents say this indicates
Cnilniahu
are being brought
here to- J. Beveridge of Indiana, hasi been county chairman, who said that there the
was defeated for
for- - no action will be taken at this ses- DENVER
sugar trust.
RAILROAD
MAY
t0
either
f0
GrandeSi
help
Cagas
to
like
would
chairman of the were a number who
Prosecutor James R. Knapp secur- - !tjfy. the uture reDe, capital o chih-wBE
day when the democrats of the sixth chosen temporary
bill.
senate
the
The
sion.
has
passed
district refused to again make him a national convention of the progres- attend, but were detained with busi- ed admissions from Hannan at yes - .
t frnm t,lpI.fi
tn mrt.
member of the committee. L. S. Ken- sives in Chicago August 5. This an- ness matters, and would be In later. terday's hearing that $200,000 a year into Sonora.
Acceptance of Offer Made By Mr. Erb
Senocwas
an
made
it
nouncement
was
today by
Ursulo Borrego said
to Put Line on its Feet is Likely at
been paid by the American Sugar
sington of Jasper county, was elected.
hd
ENDS
RIDE
JOY
M.
Dixon.
ator
Jos.
casion when all the friends of the Refining company to keep the CaliforThe defeat of Reed is considered a
Meeting of Note Holders.
JAPAN
OF
EMPEROR
Senator Dixon announced that many movement should be present and in nia
element
GRIM TRAGEDY
closed but he was
victory for the
companies
HAS
CHANCE.
STILL
in tthe democratic party. Reed was of the progressive leaders would ar- order to give them an opportunity to unsuccessful in his attempt to estabDenver, Colo., July 23. The acceptrive here Saturday to complete the attend, he made a motion that the
Tokio, Ju'y 2L At eight o'clock
an ardent Clark adherent.
lish the fact that devious methods had
Colo., July 23. One wom- ance of the offer reported from New
Denver,
said:
bulletin
official
convention program and other details.
an
this
evening
York as made by Newman Erb, and
meeting recess to 3:30, which motion been used in making the payments
inO. K. Davis of Washington, will ar"The Emperor's condition is unchang- - an was killed and three men were
his associates for the
.
.
,
prevailed.
,
an
automobile
iuC
u.B
when
MACHINE GUNS ARE
i.j
Keep
early
today
jured
rive Saturday and take charge of the
'
At 3:30, on reassembling, Col.
in which they, with two other women, of the Denver Northwestern and PaRUSHED INTO BATTLE. publicity arrangements.
Attorney Knapp indicated that he
Prichard called to order. He said it would follow the same line of ques
returning from a road house on cific railroad was looked for today at
This morning his pulse was 103 to
con was not a time for speech making
Several "Illinois progressives'
Supposat today's hearing.
Sand creek overturned near Forty- - a meeting of the protective committioning
Gate, Wash.,
July 23. Headquar- ferred with Senator Dixon regarding
but for action and he would not at- ed attempts of th? trust to crush
Etreets in North tee representing the note holders.
fifth and Wewatta
ters General Maus. Machine gun the state situation. Some of the
plans tempt an address; that the gathering
manu
incleiiendent
Details of the offer made by Mr,
hv
woman has been
The
dead
Denver.
and
were
cavalry
supports
p'atoons
for the Illinois campaign were decid- was a mass
meeting and not a dele- facturers, through systematic price
DAY IN CONGRESS identified as Madeline Baugh, who Erb probably wilL be made known alrushed toward the bridge near Oak-vill-e ed while others were postponed.
Had it been the
lived near Thirteenth and Stout ter the meeting. If the offer is acgate convention.
cutting, also were scneuuiea tor in
today by both the Blue defendIt was said a majority of the leadstreets, and is said also to have been cepted the notes will be taken up
ers and the Red invaders. It seems ers who will attend the national con latter, every precinct in the county vestigation. J
N
SENATE.
is
either in cash or in exchange of seas Madeline Kelly.
certain the final struggle in the cam- vention will be here August 3, when would be fully represented.
N known
Convened at 11 a. m.
to el- NOT ENOUGH PORK
curities of companies now meeting
then
Fred
The
The
proceeded
Graham,
drug
meeting
injured:
of
Seattle
will
paign for possession
the state progressive convention is to ect a chairman and
Considered wool tariff revision
secretary, the
IN DEFICIENCY BILL.
e'erk, seriously, taken to county hospi- fixed charges. Control of the road
be fought tomorrow or Saturday.
be held.
V bill with agreement to vote upon
will then pass to Erb and his assocital.
unanimous choice being
Washington, D. C, Ju'y 25 The N it before adjournment.
ates. If the control passes, it la pracHarold Stansbury.
M. A. Otero as chairman and B. F.
reporu-am,
V
uenciency
of
unity
treasurer
general
Sheldon,
Edward Kripe, chauffeur.
The following by the house appropriations commit-Morris as secretary.
tically certain that the road will be
(,ne rppublkan national commit- - N
oflND
to Salt Lake City and that
were
extended
and
only
Kripe
were chosen as delegates to the state tee, carries approximately $0,182,834,
Stansbury
tw , 190S. gave to committee
The other two women connections from the east or south
convention to be held at Albuquerque about half the amount asked.
Ani
N plightly hurt.
his
funds
campaign
DELEGATES July 29: M. A. Otero, Eronson M. Cut- - item of $3,300,000 a judgment by the v investigating
were not Injured and escaped, com-- will join the road to the Hawley sys- ,.Q,.oi
nf v,!,,.,! ii H.n riman's
tern.
ing into the city on street cars.
ting, Antonio Valdez, David Gonzales, court o cIaim8 for the Ute Indians'
Roosevelt
to
the
oortrii,ution
Washington, D. C, July 25. Repre- The letter warned the officeholders G. W. Prichard, Fred Muller, Trsulo for one million acres of land sold by
fun( m
sentative Norris, progressive republi- that the patronage would not be in Borrego, Gregorio Herrera.
the government was left out and the
Conferees reported a disagree- state
to
was
the
to
decided
leave
It
senate has included it in the Indian
ment with the house on battle- can of Nebraska, resumed his speech the liands of Colonel Lyon on the reconvention
election of Mr. Taft.
entirely the resolutions appropriation bill now in conference,
ship program, which holds up the
In the house today
attacking the
The bill, as reported, carries $150,- naval appropriation bill.
Referring to the activities of the setting forth the policies of progres-sivisnomination of President Taft by the Taft managers In Ohio, and Massaand deemed best to present 000 to care for the Union and Con- Chairman Burnham of agricul- He renewed his i chusetts, Mr. Norris declared
Chicago convention.
In none at today's gathering. .As the New federate veterans at the celebration
tural committee stated a further
that,
Opinion is divided as to what the
Portland, Oregon, July 23. The Nacharge that delegations from south the face of preferential primaries car Mexican goes to press the only re- of the Battle of Gettysburg in 1913.
conference on the agricultural
will do regarding the
convention
of
ern statea were virtually all office- ried for Roosevelt, President
tional
Oregon
Progressive party
Taft maining work of the meeting was
appropriation bill would be held- S
placing of a state ticket in the field.
holders, sent to InsuTe the nomination commanded his managers to
to
select
in
hasthis
convened
to
a
selection
of
made
the
chairman
today
tthe
city
efforts
county
fight
Friday and
CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES
According to Kellaher, there Is a
of the president.
contests to the last ditch.
and secretaray, and of a committee
ten action.
five delegates to the Chicago conven- - desire on the
MUST CLOSE SHOP.
of some of the adTaking up specifically the Texas del"And what became of the Taft dele- member from each county precinct.
HOUSE.
V Hnn intrust S and o decide whether herents ot the part
to eliminate the
party
egation he read a letter purporting gates who were won over?'' he askConvened at neon.
'
Constantinople,
July 23. Turkish
to have been sent to republicans in ed.
a state ticket shall be put In the state ticket. In this event the party
ST. LOUIS METAL.
-- eld.
will be represented on the ballot only
that state before the convention by
The convention w , w,U
tioT
"The most of them are In office.
rented' by Chairman
St. Louis, Mo., July 25. Lead mar- Sa,w,t7thrp,7eVo7tre cham.
H. F. McGregor, who overthrew Col. They have got their record and the
from many oistant by presidential electors, United Statea
tended,
delegates
4.57
ket weak,
of deputies that the chamber be V Fitzgerald.
Spelter
Cecil Lyon, as national committeeman. Nation Is footing the bilL
senators and representatives.
counties answering the roll ca.l.
closed within 24 hours.
strong 7.207.23.

Pittsburg, Pa., July 23. Death and
spreed broadcast over the
southwest counties of Pennsylvania
yesterday and last night through
cloudbursts and overflowing streams.
Three score or more lives are the
toll, while the damage to homes and
industries can not be estimated.
Fifteen lives were lost in Superba
Mine No. 2, near Uniontown, seventy
escaped death,
five miners narrowly
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The Little Store SEVEN
Again Reminds You of the Superior

large Variety of the

Quality and

INT

GROCERY
Santa Fe. Telephone

Southern Corner Plaza,
ALL

CASH

WE

PURCHASES.

GIVE

No. 40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
All kinds of flowers,

ALFALFA SEED.

f arden

&

FOOD.

STOCK

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45
Iola
El Toro

45
Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

of Building Materials.

All Kinds

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red 100

100

DEATH FARM IS

YEARS
OF MISERY

How Mrs. Bethune was Re
stored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegeta
ble Compound.

"Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader

WITH

-

Sikeston, Mo. " For seven years I
suffered everything. I was in bed for
four or five days at a
time every month,
and so weak I could
hardly walk. I had
cramps, backache
and headache, and
was so nervous and
weak that I dreaded
to see anyone or
have anyone move in
the room. The doctors gave me medicine to ease me at
those times, and said that I ought to
have an operation. I would not listen to
that, and when a friend of my husband's
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife. I was willing to take it.
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do all my own house- work, work in the garden and entertain
company and enjoy them, and can walk
as far as any ordinary woman, any day
in the week. I wish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girl, and tell them
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Mrs.
Compound has done for me.
Dema Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
Remember, the remedy which did this
was Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetabla
Compound.
It has helped thousands of women wbo
have been troubled with displacements,
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, that
ana
bearing down feeling, indigestion,mean:
nervous prostration, after all other
have failed. Why don't you try it ?
CIRCULAR LETTER TO
COUNTY SCHOOL DIRECTORS.

I have just received the
Gentlemen
returns of the last two county teachers' examinations, from the state de
partment of education, and the follow
ing is the list of successful applicants:
Mrs. Perry Ferguson, Stanley.
Miss Lola Michaelson, Santa Fe.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Fe.
Miss

Lillie Hammer, Stanley.

Frances Martinez, Santa Fe.
Margaret Cunningham, Santa
Josephine

Cunningham,

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

60Sl

NL?LRETALL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

WOOCl

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Fe.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s

139

LIVERY CO.,

LIVERY RIGS.

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,
SANTA FE,

310 San

Fracisco St.

N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
,

Prom

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS

CHAS, QANN, Prop.

Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Eooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
"Prencn Noodle Order 10c. a dlsn,
Mew York Chop Suey 60.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other

hacks and good
way. Good cover
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding tonne. Wire Knbude
Station- -

Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Mis
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

FOUND NE

The highest point of woman's happiness is reached only through motherhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering Inci
But for
dent to its consummation.
nature's Ills and discomforts nature
TOLL OF LIFE FROM STRANGE DISEASE
provides remedies, and In Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine ol
ELEVEN-EVEN
NOW AMOUNTS TO
ereat value to every expectant mother.
for external
is an emulsion
PATT1F AMI HfllKft rlllF THFRF
composed of ingredients
appMcaUon
UNEXPLAINED MALADY IS FATAL which act with beneficial and sooth- -

Santa

Fe.

Also
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Louisa Alarid, Santa Fe.
Carlota Armijo, Santa Fe.
Josephine Alarid, Santa Fe.
Frances Anaya, Santa Fe.
Edith Hickox, Santa Fe.
Willie Comer, Estancia.
Julia DeAguero, Santa Fe.
Enriqueta DeAguero, Santa Fe
Delia Darrah, San Pedro.
Tiburcita Gonzales, Santa Fe.
Louise Dockwiller, Santa Fe.
Frances Martinez, Santa Fe.
Clara Persons, Stanley.
Lorencita Romero, Santa Fe.
Emma Goebel, Santa Fe.
Ambrosita Rodriguez,
Santa
Maud Palmer, Cerrillos.
Josefita A. Romero, Santa Fe.
Sarita M. Paoheco, Santa Fe.
Grace Reese, Stanley.
Ruby Roibal, Santa Fe.
Anita Silva, Santa Fe.
Elvira Williams, Santa Fe.
Eustacia Tapia, Santa Fe.
Josie Lnjan, Santa Fe.
Xatividad J. Martinez, Cbima-yo- .

James Anton, Santa Fe.
Waldo Anton, Santa Fe.
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Santa Fe.
Charles H. Gooch, Santa Fe.
Ramon Gonzales, San Ildefonso.
Sixto Garcia, Glorieta.
Santiago J. Martinez, Chimayo.
W. R. Martin, Venus.
Pedro Trujillo, Chimayo.
Jose Villanueva, Galisteo.
Miguel C. Jaramillo, Chimayo.
Jose D. Silva, Santa Fe.
Miss Antonia Silva Santa Fe.
Miss Lucy Ortiz, Santa Fe.
I deem it expedient and for the best
interest of the district public schools,
as well as for the teachers who are
to teach, that you secure your teachers from the above list as quickly as
possible, and that you notify this office of your selection. These teach
ers have been qualified in the Santa
Fe county teachers' institute, and
must be given preference over all other applicants. Please do not make
contract with teachers until you have
conferred with me, as there are sev
eral important matters to be consid

'fyfSf Sill

CENTRALIA

"

TO EVERY

TENANT

HAS EVER

HAD.

involved.
It is Intended to
prepare the system lor the crisis, ana
thus relieve, in, great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the helpV ful restoration
to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes,
Mother's Friend
s is for sale at

THAT PLACE system

THE TOLL OF DEATH
John Ackerman July, 1912.
Godfrey Palm Nov. 22, 190G.
Mrs. Palm Nov. 30, 1900.
Martha Palm May, 1907.
Isabelle Collins June 4, lSfT3
drug stores.
Elizabeth Collins June 7, 1S63. X Write for our
book
for
X free
Family of five About 18C0.
moth- expectant
era which contains much valuable
Centralia, July 25. AVill the Death
information, and many suggestions ol
conFarm, 15 miles north of here,
a helpful nature.
tinue to exact toll from every family
that lives within its fatal borders? BRAD FIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta, Ga.
Will the next tenants, like 11 persons
who have gone before, be stricken OKLAHOMA HAS PUBLIC
DEFENDER FOR POOR,
with tthe strange disease of which the
Guthrie, Okla., July 25. The pennimedical books say nothing?
The residents of Clinton county, 'less and friendless who have been de
in Okla- young and old shake their heads when prived of their legal rights
oe
noma
wl
asbmeu
nenceiorm
the question is asked, but they will
venture no answer.
isquare aeai.
Steve Ackerman. brother of John! The "puDnc aeienaer ' stanos reauv
fi6nt their
",es orvtnem' to
Ackerman the latest victim, who died
w,th- supreme court if needs be,
a week ago, is leaving the farm.
he
draws
the
than
salary
"If I were given e clean title to all
tlle s'a. ' .
these SO acres I wouldn't use them ,fro"?
, o
1 lie
puuliu UtMdlUtM a U1IH.C
for a hog pen," he says.
last legislature. It is
the
created
by
But Martin Tybrendt and his wife. his
duty to assume the defense of the
Anna, who own the farm, have de- - nfrsnnnl Tiherties and nronerty rights
termined to defy fate.
)of a ,y,ho cannot afford to hire aw.
Ana yet or an tne county iney nave
fo protect tnem. No other state
most reason to fear Death rarm.
jor natlon has any such officiai,
I lie lather, mother and only sister
The first pubic defender, Dr. J. H.
of Mrs. Tybrendt are among those ,ploiper, has already demonstrated
whose lives have been snuffed out by
vaue 0f state legal advice for
the mysterious power. A young bride :the defenseless. For instance, be has
now, she is going back with her hus- - already prosecuted and won hundreds
band, though she fled from it five of suits for Indian children who were
years ago when her family died.
being defrauded by dishonest guardThe Ackermans have lived on Death ians leagued with corrupt court offi
Farm for IS months. John felt death cials. The grafters have been forced
approaching five weeks ago, his bro- - to give up tlheir spoils.
His legs became numb.
ther says.
A high fever attacked his whole sysTHEY FEED 'EM ' PIEMELONS.
tem. His body seemed to shrink. He
suffered intense pain. Tfhey found
C. H. Tegeler, one of our most pros
him lying in the field one day.
perous' farmers north of town, was a
Scores of cattle have died on Death pleasant caller one day last week and
Farm from the unknown cause. Fifty iin the course of a general conversaonce huddled in a group and fell over tion told us of his experience during
in a heap. Recently Ackerman killed the past year with hogs and piemel
a pig.
The meat smelled so bad he ons.
Mr. Tegeler wintered some twenty
threw it. away.
The first deaths of persons date head of stock hogs on piemelons and
hack to P5 years ago, when a family sorghum hay, not feeding a pound of
of five were wiped out.
In 1860 grain from early last fall until about
George Collins bought the farm. Two the first of May.
Mr. Tegeler says he realized a feed
Isabelle and Elizabeth,
daughters,
died in 1S63 a few days apart writhing value of $30 per acre from his piemelon crop last year. For several years
in pain.
have been experimenting with
Godfrey Palm became owner of the fanners
a
He built a new house and the piemelon as stock ration and Mr.
property.
is the best testimonial we
dug a new well. But a year later, Tegeler's
Rock Island Tribune.
he told Lawrence Hinds, a neighbor have heard.
still living:
"My legs are weak. I can't work
STENZEL ECZEMA LIQUID
any more."
Three days later, November 22,
A clear white liquid for cleansing
100C, Hinds went to Palm's funeral.
and healing skin and scalp
purifying
November 30, Mrs. Palm died and the
diseases.
following May Martha, a daughter was
Stops itching or burning instantly;
added to the death list.
Anna and cures eczema
permanent.
a brother left the house.
A few days after using the Liquid
It was empty until Ackerman, see- the disease begins to
disappear.
ing the fertile land lying dormant, dePrice $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fisch
cided to rent the farm.
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
Here is some of the gossip he
l

s

i

j

heard:
"There's a mist smelling of rank
sulphur that rises from the ground
"
every morning Just after
said
one.
"It poisons the grass and trees
and air."
"A poisonous spring flows under
the land," said another.
"A deadly plant which pollutes
cow's milk grows on the farm," declared another.
"A supernatural power, a ghost of
a man murdered on the banks of the
creek, is seeking revenge,"
was a
theory whispered into the ear of Acksun-up,-

MOUNTAIN

VIEW

RANCH.

Formerly Known as Windsor Rancb,
COWLES, N.

UNDER

M.

(PECOS RIVER),

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN
BUSINESS

AT LITTLE

TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG

PRICES

I

OF DOING BUSI-

SOUR WAY

NESS.
WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

BUSINESS

OUR

SOON

IS

GOING TO BLOW OU.

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

WHAT THE PEOPLE

WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Hardware We Have

If Its

Phone 14.

BUSI-NES-

Phone 14

It.

Why Import Mineral Water?
i

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES,

Capital City Bank Bldg.

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or. Phone No.

Or-

ed 76

fLIGHT
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make

IN

the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

NEW MANAGEMENT

Hunting, Fishing a place where sportsmen
Clean, pleasant
may take their families.
Games, camp
rooms, tine table und service.
tires, postonice anu store, w rite ror oooKiet.

RITZHEIMER

& MATTY,

Props.

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

POWER

erman.
EXPRESS LINE.
IS QUITE SO
He laughed and threw out his
as to touch the button and
chest.
Red 161.
"Let's see what it does to me," he
is ready to cook your
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
exc'aimed.
iron ready to use, your toasted
But he was careful to drink only
ered.
cistern water collected from the rain
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
Sincerely yours,
which fell on the roof of the house.
washer
the
JOHN" V. COXWAY,
fray, your
um cleaner ready for
He bought his milk from neighbors
County School Superintendent. and never
to cool the heatM
fan
so much as a teaspoon-fu- l
ready
to
cleanse,
put
ready
July 25, 1912.
of Death Farm milk in his cofdo every thing
will
ed rooms. Electricity
Nor did he touch his own butfee.
reasonable
at
it
furnish
rates,
We
APPLES BUENO.
for you.
Rooms With Bath,
ter, and he ate little of his own meat.
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
inforfull
and
Estimates
Yet he died like his predecessors.
dayandn'ght'
Don Santiago Gonzales of La Jun
farms are perfectly
Neighboring
mation cheeerfully given.
ta, which being interpreted means healthful.
to
the confluence of the Bonito and Rui that of DeathSickness, is comparable outFarm
unknown
doso rivers, left for his home yesterside its boundaries.
day, after spending several days in
the city. He says that the mountain
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
apple crop will be above the average
ss.
some calamity overtakes the
unless
is
for
Lucas count.
orchardists. The Ruidoso apples are
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
tne
wherever shown, for
$2.50
$3.00,
flavor and uniformity. Roswell News. is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
of
priced
4 Horse Power
City of Toledo, County and State
firm
and
will
said
that
will
be
aforesaid,
pay
$165.00
PRICE,
New
you
BAND PROGRAM.
"
sum of OXE HUNDRED DOLthe
Magneto.
With
The
X
Imported
March
Artilleryman
Annex,
A Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
Herman Friedrich X LARS for each and every case of Caat
the
left
factory.
tarrh that cannot he cured by the use
$ "Venetian Roses" Flower Song St o?
HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
C. W. Bennet.
X
WWII VWVI V
FRANK J. CHENEY.
N (Lustspiel)
Overture
Comedy
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Keler Bela.
J
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
to my presence, this 6th day of DeN "Chas. K. Harris Hits Xo. 4"
Thirty years' of experience in
UPHOLSTERING.
A.
1SS6.
D.
cember,
arr by Tom Clark X
S Medley
tailoring in some of the largest
A. W. GLEASON,
"At the Matinee" Waltz
X (Seal)
104
Notary Public
Raymond Howe X
cities in Europe and America.;
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
"Manana" Chilian Dance
X
157 W.
SANTA FE, N. M
You cannot get up to date printing
You cannot get up to date
Telephone
RELIABLE.
ASD
LIGHT. SILENT
printing V
Jean M. Missud X nally and acts directly upon the blood
unless you have
material unless you have
material
101
Washington Avenue. PASH BROS.. Agts., Santa Fe. It will not pay you to waste your
and faculties. The New Mexican and facilities. The New Mexican X "An African Smile" Character- X and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free.
istic
X
Paui
Eno
Printing Company has both, and at Printing Company has both, and at X Old Home March
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New tlem writing out your legal torn
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
X
Phone Black 22 J.
the same time expert mechanics. Tour the same time expert mechanics. X
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all ol when you can get them already prln
Charles Dennie X
orders are always assured personal at Vour orders are always assured per X
works for the upbuild- ed at the New Mexican Println
B. Ramirez, Director.
X
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl'
Goods Called for and Delivered. the time and
tentlon.
sonal attention.
Company.
ing of out new Statt.
XXXXXXXXXXXXK3SX1 patios.
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The Tailor

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

alter Ladies' and
Gents1 Garments at

or

This

a Denver Hotel.
something new
rooms
with bath,
and
Larger
per
one
these
moderate
rooms
day. Try
with bath, and
Fire
pleased.
Proof
room
with
every
batb.J

NOTHING

Phone

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

prize-winne-

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

Pope Motor Cycle

J.F.RHOADS

Step Ladders,
Screens and
Sp.rp.An Rrnrc
Wl
Galisteo Street

::

,

j
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PROFESSIONAL CARD

1

The

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
a--

Perfection
Toaster

17-I- S

District.

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

Practice in the District Court an
well as before the Supreme Court oi
the State.
Las Cruces,

make toast on the

New Mexico

G. W. PRICHARD,

Oil

Attorney and Counsellor at La.
Practice in all the District Courtt
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg.. Sauta Fe, N. M.
HARRY

D.

MOULTON,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chas.

EASLEY & EASLEY,
. Chas. R. Eatley,

F. Easiey,

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan- -

Cook-F-

e.

e.

CONTINENTAL

.

Practice in all the Courts and
tore the Interior Department.
-

-

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO
TISE7
Tell your story to

trans-Pacifi-

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
advertise-aien- t
We will place your
in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
--

DR. W.

UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
Ave., next door to Public Library.
Office Hours
11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
to 3 P. M.

OFFICE HOURS.

ARE
BEHIND NEW PARTY
IN MISSOURI CITY.

MEN

The Progressive Club Has More Than
Eleven Hundred
Earnest, Young
and Active Members Big Delegation Coming Here.

ADVt..

1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 233.

Judge Albert D Norton of the St,
Louis court of appeals, is a big factor
in the club and is out and out for the
third party movement. Judge David P.
Dyer of the United States district
court has declared for Roosevelt and
the third party.
Here is an incomplete list of the
business men of St. Louis who have
come out for Roosevelt and are working for the third party:
F. W. Brockman, commission mer
chant and former president of the
board of education; Ira Wight, capitalist, son of Pearl Wight, provisional national committeeman of the progressive party in Louisiana; Charles
Espenshied, member of city council
and head of a milling company; J. A.
Mann, commission merchant; F. W.
Crandall, vice president
made Company, wholesale milliners;
Edward Lipman, proprietor of the
Knox
stores; Summer Mer
rick, president Continental
Supply
Company; Joseph W. Wear, president
10-ce-nt

5,50

Round Trip From

Santa
July

Fe

to Mountainair,

19th to August 2nd, 1912.

liMNH.NJ.
SCHOOL,

SCHOOL

CONVENTION

State Epworth League

Monthly Statements

Convention

There is no manner of
tloubt that the Burroughs
makes the best statement
machine on the market today. It meets all the resuccessful
quirements of
statement
It
handling.
prints the months, dates;
prints the dates, for instance
iu red; gives you totals of
credits and totals of debits;
purchases and paid on ac-

AUGUST

Round Trip Fare From
SANTA FE, N. M

$7.65
DATES OF SALE
July 19th to August 2nd, 1912.
RETURN LIMIT
August 5th, 1912, Ten Days.

Entertainment,
struction and Rest.

Pleasure,

In-

One and One-fifFare from
All Points in New Mexico to
th

Mountainair and Return.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

America.
They were acpolitical conventions.
"San Diego will in no small degree tive partisans, but to many it seemed
Wear Brothers' Wholesale Dry Goods
to the that, they were more anxious to tell
Company; John H. Kineally, consult share the advancement afforded
ing engineer (Mr. Kineally is a for- whole Pacific coast by the opening of people what a great state they lived
in than to see their political ticket
mer democrat); William H. Walker of the Panama canal."
successful.
the
Wholesale Dry Goods
Senator Burton is one of the most
"Can you blame us?" asked one of
Company; David T. Punch,
of the Wesco Supply Company; piogressive thinkers in the senate. them.
F. A. Steer, merchant; Tyrrell Will- His colleagues hardly know whether
"We have the greatest state in the
iams, lawyer, candidate for represen- to admire most his integrity or his union and down in the southwest cortative; E. R. Bernard, real estate; B. mentality.
ner of it is a city which subscribed
F. Hufft, real estate; E. M. Anderson,
When in the house, Senator Burton $40 a head to guarantee in part the
former judge of county court; H. F. acquired fame as chairman
of the expense of holding a great exposition
Meier, former democrat and member Committee on Rivers and Harbors.
in celebration of the opening of the
of the
Company; W.
The task of deciding what river and Panama canal.
P. Moss, wholesale tobacco dealer; H.
harbor project should be improved in
"Do you think for a moment that,
A. Kissenger, head of the St. Louis
the United States, was one of much with such people, San Diego can fail
Cash Register Company; J. B. Tres-cott- ,
a
Senator Burton made
t.) have an exposition in 1915 that will
Wesco Supply Company; Isaac difficulty.
close study of the waterways of the make the whole world talk?"
Meyer, capitalist, former democrat: United States and eventually he bePaul Faehle, broker; Ford W. Thompcame so well acquainted with them
All roads will lead to San Diego in
son, lawyer; James M. Rawlins,
that he was credited with knowing
senator; Burr S. Goodman, law- more about them than the engineers 1915.
yer; H. G. Haizlip, undertaker, and
Trainloads of cement have already
themselves.
Jdhn T. Xoede, wholesale dental
been put into permanent work at the
Burton
expresses Sin Diego exposition.
When Senator
on a harbor it is with authorhimself
The buildings of the San Diego exin
few
a
the
Only
foregoing list
ever have been actively identified in ity, and his views on the San Diego position embowered in palm trees,
and the benefits to accrue will constitute a model
polities, but they are active now in exposition,
city, with all
to San Diego from the opening of the the modern improvements and conthe new party movement.
acceptwill
be
widely
Panama Canal
veniences, and with some the visitors
They will: form a part of the deleed as ex cathedra.
will never before have seen.
gation that will go to the Kansas City
in
There are latent possibilities
convention July 30 to take part in the
There are no "dead ones" in the the Mission style of architecture
progressive state convention.
Arizona
union
which have never been fully developSt. Louis and St. Louis county are newest states in the
entitled to 111 delegates in the state land New Mexico. When the people ed.
This is the style in which the
convention and the big delegation is 'in those states undertake to do any San Diego exposition city of 1915 "will
be designed. It will be a vision of
coming to Kansas City next Saturday thing, they do it with energy,
and dispatch.
night on a special train.
dreamland, and none of the romance
A call for progressives
For example: Both Arizona and of this new Spain will be lacking.
to meet in
decided to
St. Louis Wednesday night to select New Mexico, as states,
Famed as it is for its fragrant
delegates to the state convention in make comprehensive and characteris- groves of orange and lemon trees,
Kansas City was issued today by Mr. tic exhibits at the San Diego exposi- southern California will show at the
Janis, Joseph W. Wear and William tion.
San Diego exposition how these or
H. Walker, joint provisional commitHaving decided, it was as good as chards look when at their best.
No
teemen for the tenth, eleventh and done.
They make few false motions citrus fruit is now produced in the
twelfth congressional districts. The in the intense southwest.
world which can equal that grown in
meeting will be held in the Majestic
Commissions consisting of the most California, none is so delicious and at
theater, Delmar, near Euclid, at 8 eminent citizens in the two slates the same time so healthful, and the
o'clock. To give equal chance to
a!ljwent t0 gan Diego, selected sP.os, nd growing citrus orchards will be reveRoosevelt men to attend the meeting
the states having provided the mon lations to orchardists from other reenrollment of supporters will continue
work of preparing the ground gions.
until Wednesday noon at progressive ey the
for the buildings is already under
There is no charm more enduring,
headquarters in the LaSalle building. way.
more subtly fascinating, than the
where cards of admission will be is
Scarcely less energetic, the states weird charm of the sea. At San Diego
sued to those signing the Roosevelt
will look out
of Idaho, Wyoming and Missouri have the Exposition City
roster.
sent their commissioners to San Diego from its embattled heights over the
beautiful Pacific, and the glorious sunto select sites and report on the
An increasing number of people resets beyond Point Loma will light
port regularly of the satisfactory restates are taking official up the mission towers nightly with
Other
sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills
to investigate the progress and their radiance.
and commend their healing and cura- steps
of the exposition, and to parti
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are scope
NEWS FROM SUMMER RESORTS.
in it.
cipate
a carefully prepared medicine, guarCal
southern
states
making
The
ip end. of the
anteed to contain no harmful or habMich.,
Swatem,
July 2.1. Kate
Ifomla. the
it forming drugs. They can have only
a
to
contest
started
has
among
a
on
Young
building
are
joint
busy
a beneficial effect when used for kid- state,
her boarders to see who can swat the
cost $25u,000.
ney and bladder troubles, for backAt this moment 400 men are busy most flies during the evening meal.
ache, rheumatism, weak back or lumand flies like the
grading and preparing sites for var Both the boarders
bago. Sold by all druggists.
ious states and foreign countries to cport.
William Kitt, the New York departerect buildings on.
BUTTERMILK MAKES
ment store manager, who spends a
LIFE LONGER
The countries of Central and South
fortnight here each summer, killed
Buttermilk will prolong the human America are considering official
seven in one swat last night.
life for many years. That assertion
which President D. C. Collier
N. J., July 23. John
Stingem,
nas been proved by several of the and the secretary of state have causscientist is making exthe
Thompson,
leading physicians of the world
ed to be sent to them, to send exto see if mosquitoes canperiments
and Metchnekoff of Paris.
The
exposition
hibits to San Diego.
of
If the blood are little cells known as is about to send new representative? not be trained to bite toads instead
Mr. Thompson says lie came
people.
leucocytes. Those cells are the scav to the Orient, where it is expected to
Stingem to have plenty of working
engers of the body, and in their con that invitations to participate will ha
material.
cave surfaces are able to grasp
favorably considered by Japan, by
Catchem, Ont., July 25. A fish, one
germ or a foreign body and force its the new and progressive republic of
foot long, was seen in Trout lake yeelimination from the human system China, and by other countries and
sterday by' several resorters. Fifteen
ine leucocytes figuratively speaking colonies.
minutes after the news was announcare the home defenders of the body.
Does it look as if they were busy ed fifty lines had been baited. The
Under the microscope the home defor the opening of the San fish is still at large.
fenders can be seen blowing along in preparing
exposition?
Diego
the blood streams. Suddenly they will
Weil, rather.
RAISE HOME STUFF.
stop as though they sensed some near
danger. Changing their shape to that
see
any
"I suppose I shall never
Tn browsing about this week to see
of a v they will penetrate the blood
worth while until who was "on the job" we discovered
vessel wall and pick up a stray germ, more flowers really
I go back to California," sighed a lady J W. Morris is holding on like a dog
Probably a typhoid or one of the many
from that state, temporarily exiled in to a root with his policy of educating;
otner varieties.
the local buyers of feed into using,
When a person wounds the skin and Washington.
Yes, it is a fact that Californians home grown feed. lie is discourag-- i
the blood runs the home defenders
rush to the afflicted part and project talk that way when they are away ing the feeding of stuff that is shipped in and arguing that it is thej
themselves into the surface of the from home.
said a statesthing for every one to feed
abrasion, preventing the entrance of "I can't blame you," I was in south- proper
is
what
"for
grown by tde Melrose farm
man
the
to
lady,
outside germ life. They give up their
lives to attain their object and the ern California last winter and the way ers. Melrose Index.
hard little ridges felt on botlh sides
of a slight wound are the leucocytes
so tightly impacted that their lifeless
bodies help form scar tissue.
" He bit the hand that fed him," said Teddy of Big Bill,
As years pass that commendable action of sacrificing themselves so the
And didn't tell us if the bite had made the biter ill,
human body may live ceases and the
Now had Toasties been the subject of Bill's voracious bite
little friends of the body once known
as home defenders turn into a lawless
He'd have come back for another with a keener appetite.
element, ravaging the body they once
defended.
T. HtKCKS."
Written by WII LI AM
Metcbnikoff and Pasteur found that
207 State St., Bridgeport, Conn.
buttermilk contained an element
which prevented tihe leucocytes from
One of the SO Jingles for which the Postum Co.,
ravaging the body.
Experiments
Bat He Creek, Mich., paid $1,00(1 in May.
proved they woula eat the buttermilk
in preference to the human tissue.
sup-I-He-
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California sent large and very enthusiastic delegations to the two great

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

ao.kii.ick

Mitchell

j.no. S.
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LOS ANGELES

NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
$1.00 and $1.50 per day.

RATES

With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
EAST AND WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,
$50.35

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

On sale daily,

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, S, 6. 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST

AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N.

M- -

The Colonial

The Popular Low Shoe of the Season for Women
who want a Smart Shoe is the

s

M0UNTAINA1R

STATE SUNDA

c

It may not be so, and he said he
went home to register so he could
vote in November but some of his
friends insist that Congressman Need-hawent home to California because
he wanted to be able to pluck some
oranges from the trees before they
all find their way to market, and to
breathe the air of his state, filled
with the odors of orange blossoms.
Since the illness of Congressman
Needham
has
Smith, Congressman
,)ePn '00''I1!I aiter the interests of
the latter's district in a general way.
to answer
rie has, in consequence,
many questions about the San Diego
exposition, and he invariably te'ls inquirers that it is going to he one of
the most uniquely dazzling events in
the history of expositions.

Am

semi-tronic-

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
SUMMER

'

these days of high cost of living,

Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified coTumns of tlw
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
Heath, Michigan Bur, Cal., had kidney put the facts of your property before
and bladder trouble, was confined to the eyes of all possible ouyers.
his bed, unable to turn without help.
It will not pay you to waste your
"I commenced using
Foley Kidney time writing out your legal form
Pills and can truly say I was relieved when you can get them already printat once." His example is worth fol- ed ot the New Mexican Printing
lowing. Sold by all druggists.
CompanyIn

a medicine that gets a man up out of
bed and able to wcjgk in a few days is
a valuable and we'ome remedy. John

e

King-Brins-

68.

N. J. Gorham,
cashier Bank of
Woodville, Woodville, Ga., had a very
severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains in his kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of Foley
Kidney Pills from our druggist and
they entirely relieved me, I have more
benefit from them than any other
medicine." Sold by all druggists.

I

St. Louis, July 23. The progressive
party club of this city, with its membership of more than eleven hundred
business, professional and working-men- ,
offers a good answer to the
charge that the progressive movement
is composed of "bolters" and that
"nobody of any importance" is associated with it.
The progressive party club here, of
which Paul V. Janis is president and
Spearman Lewis is secretary, is conducting the third party fight in St.
Louis. Janis is a young lawyer, a
member of one of the oldest St. Louis
families and has a prominent place
in his profession.
Spearman Lewis is
a well known newspaper man. In the
club are railroad trainmen, street car
conductors and hundreds of working-men- .

Residence Palace Hotel.

Phone Main

OIL CO.

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte.
Boise, Salt Lake City

B

New Mexico.

or

HandEvery dealer has the New Perfection Oil Coot-stovsomely finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop shelves, towel racks, eic.
Made with 1, 2 and 3
Long chimneys, enameled turquoise-bluburners.
Cook-Boo- k
also given to
Free Cook-Boo- k
with every stove.
anyone sending 5 cents to cover mailing cost.

SOLID
Attorneys-at-Law-

(F. J. Dyer.)

Washington, July 2.1 Hon Theodore E. Burton, senator from Ohio,
is taking a great deal of interest in
the preparations to celebrate on the
Pacific coast by means of International expositions, the opening
of the
Panama canal.
Regarding the San
Diego exposition, he recently said:
"I am quite confident that the exposition at San Diego will prove a
I have been inter
Rnlpndid success.
ested in that citv ever since a visit
there with the Rivers and Harbors
committee in 1901.
"San Diego has great ad vantages in
its harbor and the immediate surrounding country, and the fact that it
is the southwesterly port in the United States gives it distinctive advanIt is very well located for
tages.
trade find even more
the
for the trade with Central and South

is no other stove that
For toast Or roast")I fhere
is as quick and as handy as
For boil or broil ) the New pertection Oil
fry or bake J

H. L. ORTIZ,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practicing before all the Courts in
the State.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe, McKEAN & crIEETHAM,

Cook-stov- e

will not bum the toast, and they
will not burn their fingers either, if
they use the New Perfection 1 oaster.

cia, N. M.

Taos,

AS OURS

Anyone, even a
boy or girl, can

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

they are making the grounds at the
San Diego exposition bloom ii a marvel.
"It is a certainty that from a floral
standpoint alone the San Diego exposition is going to be one of the. greatest sights that the world has ever
seen. They have wisely been preparing for this during more than two
years past, mid there are noiv literally millions of plants, shrubs and trees
being grown at the exposition grounds
CALIFORNIA
SO DECLARES
in nurseries, and in their permament
WASHINGTON-SENAT- OR
BURTON
locations.
The exposition
grounds
will be a riot, of color and beautiful
OHIO GREAT FRIEND OF BIG FAIR.
foliage by January 1, 1915, when the
gates of the exposition open, to stay
for a full twelve months. And
open
WILL
NEW MEXICO
one of the remarkable things about
ii is that the climate permits this,
HAVE EXHIBIT
and the flowers will never know a
biting frost throughout the year."

NO OTHER FLOWERS

AS BEAUTIFUL

New

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
l
Caunselor at Law.
Attorney
looms
Capiu.1 Olty Bank Building.
Sauta Fe, New Mexict.
Assistant District Attorney, Firs
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counts.

With a special statement
carriage or with roll statements, either one, you can
statements
hand'e
about
three times as quickly as
you can handle them
by
We can prove it in
hand.
your office.

Burroughs

Adding Machine

W. H. LONd,
P, O. Box 702,

Co.,

Sales Manager.

El Paso, Texas,

44

COLONIAL"

The " Colonial " is a Summer Creation, and is
classy, dainty and handsome. We will take
the greatest pleasure in showing the Colonial
Footwear to every woman that will favor us
with a call.

There are Patent Colt and Dull Finish
Leathers. Then there are also Suedes
with Buckles of Gold and Silver, and
many beautiful designs.
Come and see the dainty Colonials, Madam !
If you do, you'll surely want a pair. Every
woman does !

ElJOi
Different

SEE OUR

PFLUEGER

Window
Display

!
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BUT HE SHRUNK.

A

Sfer

K.
in
to go

TO PRISON FOR

California and he is scheduled
twenty rounds with Tommy Murphy
next month in San Francisco.

TODAY'S REPORT

anti-priz- e

TODAY'S GAMES

At-te- ll

d

MISS

d

1

i

j

;

CHICHESTER S PILLS
Ril,U-n-

t

box-curv-

ll

r

I

I

,(TT7ii!W

peculiar angles

)

PECULIAR

FILLED..

SillifeifeX

"

Bobby Vaughn, the former PrinceAll this Flynn howl seems to have
ton star, who held down second base
STORY
for the Yankees for a short time a rather subsided. Challenges were fryfew years ago, is quoted as saying ing thick and fast, but apparently
that Sterrett, who is playing with the none of them ST.
FIGHT
PETITION
AMENDED ANTI PRIZE
Yankees at present, is about the best
Princeton ever turned out. "The
Las Cruees will see a couple of evplayer
IN LOS ANGELES PROVIDES
FOR LAW
reason Sterrett did not attract so enly matched scrappers when Kid
SO DRASTIC THE REPORTERS COULD much attention at college as other Payo and Kid Steele step into
the
stars," ays Vaughn, "is because ihe ring tonight.
ABOUT
BE JAILED FOR EVEN WRITING
He
out
his
of
natural
position.
played
was pressed into service as a catcher
BATTLE
at Princeton, but naturally is a first
baseman. AIL he needs is a little more
Los Angeles, Calif., July 23.
experience to place him on a par with
Amended
fight petition, re- the game's best first sackers."
NATIONAL.
jected last Monday by the county
Out of his position or not, Sterrett
at
Brooklyn
Pittsburg, threatening,
in
of
givbecause
clerk
irregularities
ranked among the best college catch 3:30 p. m.
ing the voting precinct of the signers, ers of the season just closed.
was presented to that official; again
AMERICAN.
today. It bears 3,000 names. The pro25. Manager Rog
New York,
Chicago at New York, clear, 4 p. m.
law would er Bresnahan July
visions of the proposed
of the St. Louis Cardimake every one connected with a ring nals has received an invitation from Cleveland at Boston, clear 3 p. m.
St. Louis at Philadelphia, two games
most
from
the
battle
unimportant Manager McGraw of the Giants to acm.
helper about the training quarters to company him on a baseball tour of the clear, 1:30atand 3:30 p.
Detroit
Washington, two games,
the principals and promoters, guilty world next winter. McGraw is plancloudy, 1:30 and 3:30 p. m.
of a felony and liable to imprisonthe most pretentious trip ever
ment in the penitentiary. This also ning
tindertaken by a ball club, and he
ASSOCIATION.
would include newspaper men who wants Bresnahan as (his rival tacticlear
Louisville at Indianapolis,
worked on the fight story.
In
on
cian
his letter 3:13 p. m.
the long junket.
Dix25.
Ok.,
Tommy
July
Sapulpa,
to Bresnahan, McGraw says he has
St. Paul at Minneapolis, clear 3 p.
on of Kansas City, and Emmett West completed all arrangements, and the
m.
of this city have been matched to box journey will last well night three
ten rounds here July 30. Both boys months. The troopers will visit every
are in excellent shape and one of the big city in every European country
classiest fights ever staged in this and then dip down to the Antipodes.
city is expected. West has , boxed
AMERICAN.
from coast to coast and ihas met
RITCHIE AFTER RIVERS.
(1st game) R. H. E.
Philadelphia
such men as Jack O'Brien of Philadel3 7 2
in Philadelphia
recent
turn
of
After
the
affairs
phia, while Dixon has met nearly all
2 5 0
Louis
St.
division
of
the
the
fight
lightweight
of the fighters in his class. Abe
Batteries: Coombs and Lapp; Mithas agreed to meet the winner at game Willie Ritchie has given up hope chell
and Krichell.
of landing Ad Wolgast for a tnatch
San Francisco labor day in a
so is going tn
in
near
the
future,
go.
Philadelphia (2nd game) R. II. E.
pack up his grip and come to Los
3 S 1
Angeles and get on the trail of Joe Philadelphia
BIG TRADE RUMORED.
4 S 1
St. Louis
Wilor
In
Rivers
Momn.
Owen
fact,
Boston, Mass., July 23. A deal beHouck and Egan;
Batteries:
to
Brown,
a
in
states
lie
letter
that
this
desk
tween the Boston Nationals and the
he does not care who it is, so long as Hamilton and Stephens.
St. Louis Cardinals,
involving the
trade of three Bostunians for two Car- the fight will make him a better card.
R. H. E.
"I see I will have to whip about five
Washington (1st game)
dinals, is due within a few days, ac4 7 3
in
the
of
Washington
the
best
game
lightweights
cording to a rumor current in base5 G 4
ball circles today. The local manage- today before Wolgast will look at Detroit
Batteries: Hughes, Ainsmith; Du- ment has formulated plans for the me," was the way Willie put it. But
buc and Stanage.
strengthening of the team and the there is one thing that I know and
first move will be the exchange of that is that Wolgast knows he must
R. H. E.
Washington (2d game)
"Hickory" Jackson, Ben Houser and be right and in his best condition be
7 7 2
Washington
Charlie Brown for Mike Mowrey and fore he meets me."
5 7 2
First Baseman Konetchy. The CardiThis is the best dope in the world Detroit
and
Batteries:
Johnson
Ainsmith;
their
are
with
dissatisfied
nal players
and the little champion
himseif
Williams, Mullin, Works and Kocker.
present lot and want to get away from makes no bones over the matter.
Mowthe Mound City, it is reported.
"This Ritchie is a bad man and I
R. H. E.
At Boston
rey recently deserted the team in Cin- will not fight him until there is no0 4 1
cinnati, and Bresnahan is anxious to body left in the game to fight," said Boston
1 7 0
Cleveland
Mm.
of
dispose
Ad
Batteries: Collins. Bedient and
Jackson is unable to give his best
Now, if Ad feels this way, Ritchie Carrigan; Gregg and O'Neill.
services to the local team because of
illness. He declares that he can do is just tne man we would like to see
better work in the south, as the cli in tne ring with the champion for a
twenty-roun- d
battle. There is too
HELEN GOULD
mate there suits him.
in the
fight
Bresnahan thinks well of Houser as much commercialism
OLD MAIDS
DEFENDS
a first baseman and ihe thinks that game today and for once it wouldbox-be
to
a
two
see
treat
fellows
little
Erown would help out his gunners.
Grand Junction, Colo., July 23v
During the last visit of the Cardinals ing, just to see who was the better
But
man.
will
never
it
for
be
the Rev. Elmer V. Huffer, just
manWhen
done,
the
to this city Bresnahan and
agement 'of the Braves held several aa long as there is money in fighting resigned as pastor of the First Chrisshort-rountian dhurch,. delivered a sermon re- private conferences, but no arrange- a lot of dubs in
ments were perfected at that time for
goes, the "high lights" will be cently advocating the exile of old
the exchange of the men. Mowrey's after the coin and the really deserv- maids to a barren island as waste
recent trouble with the Cardinal man- ing men will be left out in the open, humanity, he anticipated local resent
ment, possibly but hardly expected to
agement is said to have brought struggling for bread.
find himself at issue with Miss Helen
things to a head, and a transfer is due
Gould of New York.
in a few days, according to report.
BOXING BRIEFS.
In a letter he received yesterday.
HE COSTS MONEY.
And now that it looks as if a reguSome idea of the extreme steps ma lar fight center is to be located at the Miss Gould declared that many
jor league clubs will take to secure door of El Paso, and with a fight al- preachers would be without jobs and
ball players was illustrated recently ready scheduled, its none too soon to without wives and homes were it not
by the furore created by Eppa Rixey, have a boxing commission. A boxing for old maids.
Jr., a collegian southpaw. Here was commission is the salvation, and the
Miss Gould's letter follows:
who made a name for only salvation, of the
a
game for the
"Glancing over a Denver paper
himself pitching for the University of
and for the promoters. It has concerning his sermon on 'Courtship
public
Virginia, and every club in the ma- made the game a success in
New and Marriage,' one part of which I es-jors was on his trail. Finally the York and the lack of it has abo.it pecially notice saying that alii old
so
for
brisk
his
services got
bidding
killed the game in California.
It in- bachelors and bachelor maids should
that the Philadelphia Nationals won sures
be isolated on an island eo tihey could
clean
and
matched
good,
evenly
out by giving him a salary of $900 rer
not hinder the progress of civilization,
comand
whole
the
idea
of
fights
the
month with a bonus to sign an ironicmission stands for the square deal. I do not know why you made this
al contract. Can you beat that?
And without such a commision
the statement, but I feel that it is a great
Rixey is some husky, being some six gnme here, or
'injustice to the bachelor maids of our
will
anywhere
else,
feet six inches tall, and he weighs
country. There are, I admit, many
around 200 pounds. He pitched great
r.ianhaters in the world, but a great
ball for the college, but it is no criThat's a great notion that comes many bachelor maids are not living
be-- 1
terion that he is worth the gamble from
Manhattan in regard to having alone because they so choose, but
the Phillies are taking with him.
cause they have been unable to find
a tournament to decide the champions
a suitable companion.
NATIONALS ARE REWARDED.
in every class in the ring. The heavyAs a slight recognition of the good
"I must admit that I am speaking
is pretty well settled but take,
work of the team on the recent trip, weight
from the standpoint of the bachelor
for instance, the middleweight.
Midclub
the Washington
appropriated
are thicker than maid. I feel that sudh people as mysomething like $600 and gave each of dleweight champs
of
rebels
around
the
cash
drawer and a self are not hindering the progress
the
I
players who made the west- new
If
it.
but
civilization,
advancing
one bobs up daily. There's Howern tour with Manager Griffith and
found a suitablfe helpmate I
had
Secretary Fowler included, authority ard Morrow, Klaus Kurtz and a few might have spent my money in a difIt's pretty well defined in
to select $23 worth of haberdashery, others.
ferent way, and a way which might
clothing or other wherewithal to the lightweights and below, but a not have done as much good as it has.
adorn themselves. Most of the boys straight tournament, with the "best
'Please think this question over and
fell for highpriced
hats and silk man win" motto, would be the biggest be,fore preaching on this subject again
shirts, and the team promises to be thing in the game in years.
make up your mind that there is some
a dream of sartorial splendor
the
good in living a single life."
next time that it starts on a trip, The trouble with the
foreign
Another protest was received In a
whidh will be a month hence. The champs who come to these shores is
from Miss E. L. King of Monteletter
present was a complete surprise to that they are too strongly touted beCalif.
the boys, to whom no promises of any fore they arrive. Take Bombardier rey,It reads:
sort had been made.
Wells. Wells is a gTeat heavyweight
"I noticed in a paper not long since
He was touted all over the
scrapper.
New York, July 25. The Cleveland country before he arrived and when that you favored sending old maids
club today traded Second Baseman he dropped before Palzer entirely a and bachelors to some isolated island
Earl Gardner to the Toledo club of lucky punch the public became dis- as they are a menace to civilizationto
and do no good. What you forgot
the American Association for Ray gusted with him.
But he certainly mention was
what good such unmarChapman, the crack shortstop of the redeemed himself with Kennedy. Ken- ried women as Helen
Guold, Anne
association.
Chapman will join the nedy is not what would be called an
covers from an injured knee. Gardner easy mark and to hand him the sleep Morgan, myself and various others
have done. Helen Gould has a sumwill report to Toledo as soon as he repotion takes a good man.
mer home for the waifs of New York
covers from an injured knee Gardner
City.
was recently released to Cleveland by
John Dundee, who is hot after
"I have supported an invalid sister
the New York Americans.
Kilbane's
crown, has been for a number of years so have been
Johnny
matched with
Kline to go ten of some little use in the world.
Rube Marguard in telling young rounds in NewPatsey
York on Wednesday
"I think if it were not for the dead
win
to
how
success
says:
pitchers
It sure ought to he a good old maids some preachers would have
Get control first. Don't try to throw night.
wonPatsey has been doing
been hunting other jobs. My heart
curves until you can put the ball scrap.
and if Dundee can get the is not callous to the
opposite sex, but
where you want it any time you want ders lately,over
him Kilbane will find if I ever get a husband I want a broad
to. Then you can try for curves. Don't decision
it a hard matter to longer dodge the minded man.''
try to master too many curves at Dundee challenge. But
at that Dunonce. Take the simple ones first ana
to
some
dee
the win from
will
go
get
work up.
Don't overdo things don't strain Kline.
your arm by throwing all day. Take
I1IAN1.
chamAbe Attell,
it easy. Speed is a good thing, but
ladle! Auk your lruvlM lot A
Ilron,tyV
ll.n,.nu
if your arm isn't built to throw a pion, is again persona grata in New
tn liral Inl Void mrtalllcW
boxfis, seatol with Muo
Just six months ago last
VV
eneedv ball don't "throw it out" try-- ! York.
Tak m other. IU-- of
In
nmoke. Hememher that Thursday he was hove out of the
in
V,
MiitNi i:uni p:u.s.
elow-bat?
Ip yeais knowna itcst. Safest, Alwav Reliu
pitchers wish tantalizing ring in the Empire state by the
SOLD BY CWifiOlSTS BERYUJiEiS
lug commission, which decided that
have been very successful.

fJ:X

X.'1

me! how very

Wellsville, Mo., July 25. One of the
of the case of Miss
UNTIL RECENTLY
acBessie Stewart, whose abnormal
MY REFLECTION
tions while in trances have puzzled
I
many physicians, is that the young
THIS MIRROR
woman knows nothing concerning the
strange things until told later. Dr.
'
T. H. Winans of Mexico, Mo., is pre
paring a report for a medical journal
on the strange case.
Miss Stewart is 20 years old and
pretty. She is a graduate of a high
school and was graduated
from the
state normal school at Kirksville, Mo.
C. T. Stewart, her father, is a well- farmer.
Miss Stewart's lapses are involun
tary and come always after periods of
unusual excitement
of mind. They
continue from one to five days and
she is watched constantly at these
times.
There is no warning.
The
last trance began July 6 and continued three days.
"1 found Bessie In the yard lying on
the grass reading a paper,'' Mr. Stewart said yesterday. "It was absolutely
dark. That was the first that we knew
that she had another spell.
" 'You can't read here in the dark,'
I said to her. There was no answer.
I stood and watched as closely as I
could in the dark.
She continued
with the paper before her face. Oc
casionally she turned the pages.
she threw down the paper and jumped to her feet. Walking
with the long strides of a man she
brushed against me without noticing
me. She walked into the house, picked up my pipe, filled it with tobacco
and began smoking.
She never
smokes when normal."
"But I feel no ill effects from the
smoking afterwards," the daughter
chimed in. Her trances have not
her physically, physicians say.
The parents tell of many remarkl-L:fable things which their daughter does
in her trances which they say iftoe
cannot do or cannot do so well when
normal. Physicians who have attended her have thus far been unable to
explain the peculiar clairvoyant powers and method of reading in the
dark.
A recent attack was after the Titanic disaster. Miss Stewart at that
time in the presence of her father
composed and recited a stately poem
in honor of the dead. She then composed music to accompany the words
and sang the song. Her father attempted to write down the words, but
failed, he said. She remembered
Her
nothing when she awakened.
father says she never writes poetry
LITTLE GIRL DIES FROM
or composes music in a normal state.
She recites long poems word perfect while in a trance after having
SNAKE BITE
A meeting of the leaders of every and the gradual encroachment of the heard them only once. It is impossim.eblo in New Afexfco. somethine thatpvhite man upon the Indian lands. ble for her to remember more than
ii
TEH YEAR DID VIVM PJRKS WHO LIVES !t
t Some of the speeches made by those two lines of one in a normal state.
Indians were pathetic. Most of the Her father tells how she recited a
tne
ed States assumed Jurisdiction in
LAKE ARTHUR
NE4R
WAS PLAYING
called "Castles
in the
southwest, was held at the U. S. In- Indians declared that they could not long poem
from their small Air," when in a trance, although she
NEAR SOME BUSHES WHEN RATTLER dian school here yesterday for the pur- produce enough
a tax and exist and that failed to repeat two lines when awakpose of discussing the decision ren- farms, to pay
HIT HER.
dered by Judge Pope in the case of the effect of the decision would be to ened.
existence.. . They
In her trances she never follows
re- wipe them out of
the United States vs. Sandoval
said that tlhey were not yet educa- a suggestion of another person. One
Lake Arthur, X. M., July 25. Ten cently, wherein, Judge Pope in effect
held that the Indians were citizens of tionally fitted for full citizenship and peculiarity of the state is that she is
year old Vivian Parks, who lived on the United States and entitled to all while they were willing to do all they never quiet. She is doing something
a farm with her parents near here, is
the privileges as well as the respon- could do, they did not believe Co the continually.
dead as the result of a bite by a rattle sibilities thereof.
use Besides reading In the dark she
time had yet arrived for them
snake received about a week ago
the ballot. Most of them expressed writes letters in the dark. She folmost
remarkable
one
of
the
It
was
while she was playing near some
to be let alone, to lows the lines in ruled paper and
In- simply a desire
to assemblies ever seen here. The
bushes.
their affairs administered by the writes as legibly as when normal.
have
Every effort was made
inin
nearly every
save her life but the poison spread dians declared,
government and to be accorded the Almost invariably at these times
stance, that they feared they would
they now receive and given she assumes she is a man and writes
through her system and could not ba be done a
protection
decigrave injustice if the
She suffered terribly. The
checked.
to "Jack,"' a trance friend. At one
court. the fullest educational advantages.
was
the
sion
by
upheld
higher
child did not hear the snake rattle
time she wrote a letter with a date
such a decision, they would
and probably stepped upon it. As soon Under
Are You a Seller? An advertise line in Africa. She said she was beto taxation
as it struck her, she ran into the find their lands subject
would be called up- ment in the classified columns of the ing held by monkeys and asked for
bouse where her mother did all that and likewise they
even made an ef New Mexican will put your real es- help to be sent to her. This was inif
on
to
vote,
they
a
she could do until the arrival of
themselves.
to
fort
Among tate on the tnarket effectively. It will duced, her parents believe, because
protect
neighbor who placed the child upon
of j put the facts of your property before they had held her to keep her from
were
number
a
Indians
here,
the
a horse and rode into town as fast as
walking out of the house at night.
men who saw the frontier days the eyes of all possible buyers.
aged
was
A
could
animal
go.
the
physician
time
a
summoned and it seemed for
as though the girl would recover. The
o
end came suddenly and has caused
here.
mourning
general

fe

charges of faking in a fight with
0. Brown were just. Abie is now

Save your
dont dissipate.
Get as much sleep as possible and don't smoke or drink. It'll
spoil you if you do.
And
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PUEBLO INDIANS GATHER

TO DISCUSS DECISION

UP IN THE AIR
SAYS MR. SAFFORD.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 25. That
the political situation as affecting the
presidency is remarkably unsettled in
the east is the statement of Charles
V. Safford of this city, private secretary to Senator A. B. Fall of New
Mexico at Washington, who is making
a brief visit in Albuquerque, called
home by the death of his son, Jacob
Safford. Mr. Safford says ,that the
situation wilt not resolve itself into
definite shape until after the speeches
of acceptance from Taft and Wilson
and tJhe progressive convention in Chicago.
"The general feeling seems to be,"
said Mr. Safford, "that the best way
out of the complication is to elect
Mr. Taft, although there appears to
be little real enthusiasm over his
The same lack of en
candidacy.
thusiasm as I see it, prevails among
the democrats in the east regarding
Woodrow Wilson; I have found more
enthusiasm over Wilson in New Mexi
co since I came home than in the
east. His reputed utterances on the
labor question and oflher matters are
being used against him and there is a
feeling in many quarters that he will
be an unknown quantity as a presi
dent. It is also believed that In view
of the fact that Mr. Roosevelt's fac
tion is so largely a personal following and that he has used up most of

his thunder, the third party

move-

ment, while growing now, will weak
But
en after the Chicago convention.
no one attempts to make any posl
tive prediction as to the result and
politicians are more at sea than be
fore any national election for many
yearsi"

tet Him Know It If you are out of
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in. the
state. If you have any special tal
ent, do not hide It under a bushel.
New Mexican Want
results every time.
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typewriters, good paper
and careful stenographers,
but many are unaware of
ihe need for good carbon
of the troubles
paper
poor copies may later
bring.
Be fortified against any
possible disadvantage occurring from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of
business houses
and look into
-

,
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CARBON
PAPER
The copies made are clean,
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur.
Made in six varieties:
wonderfully long-liveand gives manifolding power of each :

and distinct. The inks (black, blue,
MultiKopy is clean to handle and
The following list names the varieties
HARD FINISH

REGULAR FINISH

MultiKopr.

UWt,

20 s Medium, 8; Billing, 6

MulliKopy, LtWt, 16; Medium, 6; Billing,

Write for Free Sample Sheet
it for 100 let tors. Mention your name, firm's name (or school) and
dealer's name in writing for sample.
r
-- rise

Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons
"e" without dogging the type so as to show

on the paper.

.TSS.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., AGENTS,
SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.
m.x
.jfiinr..3 'L
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THURSDAY, JULY 25, 1912.

JANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

UNITED STATES BANK

&

PERSONALS

TRUST CO.

Does

.

a General Banking Business

President

MILLINERY

this month

!.

Established

1856

Incorporated

1903

$9.95

Fe from Albuquerque today.
Arthur Gore of London, England,
100 SUMMER SUITS in Light and Dark Colors, in sizes
of
from
a tourist, is in Santa Fe today.
(By J. F. Grubbs.)
3$ to 49. Bought to sell at $15.00 and $18.00.
Evan Z. Vogt of Sail .Mateo is in
Monday night session Y. P. S. C. E.
Santa Fe on a business trip.
On Sale for One Week Only
Report of committee on resolutions.
Allonso Chaves is a Santa Fe visitor
$9.95 a Suit.
Rose
SecrePresident
Whereas,
and
from
home
his
in
today
Las Vegas.
125 Palace Ave.
Mrs. Thomas Devins of Clovis, ar- tary Robinson, ot the Christian En
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
rived in Santa Fe yesterday tor a deavor Union, have made' special effort
to
of
advance the morals
our new
short stay.
t:ons, extending to 3 points in Great;
Mrs. J. Wight Giddings arrived in state, and especially in their endeav Northern
preferred, two ?ach in
the city today and will make her ors to prevent the prize Turin at l.ns Northern Pacific,
Union Pacific and
on
Rev.
Vegas,
home here.
Independence
day,
.
Reading, and a point or over in some
Lose
a
whole
about
of
month
giving
J. poberts and family reJudge.
omer snares. General
how
turned last Evening from a trip of his time to this effort with a small ever, yielded all its gainElectric,
with some
compensation of $20. Therefore, be it recessions elsewhere.
some weeks lerfgth in Indiana.
Mrs. ' Henry JEssinger has returned resolved, that it is the sense of this
NEW YORK COTTON.
from a trip to' Chicago and El Paso convention that Rev. Hose should reNew York, July 2."). Cotton spot
ceive
full
for
the
v. here she visited with her
compensation
goad closed
A
Wfc 11 Ave ADDED OL'R IMMENSE LINE OF
daughters.
middling
uplands l.'i.Ufl:
-,
Charles A. Spiess who has been in work he did, and that we recommend middlingquiet;
1:1.2.- ; sales "2.". bales.
gulf
the city for the past few days on that me society be asked for ?1.")U.
MONEY AND STOCKS.
business left last night for Albuquer- 1st, to pay Secretary Robinson, ,i
New York, N. Y., July 2.'. Call
uu.ahce
due
of
$.'!T.!i2 and Rev.!
him,
que.
money 2
prime paper
i
H. Martinez of Truchas, N. M. is in Lose a balance of $11. CI, and the re silver tin
Mexican dollars 4S; cop- mainder to President Rose as com.j
the city on business.
He is accomfor his regular services for per li.2jTil.50; tin KMHj 14.25; lead
panied by Tomas Vigil and Librario per.satiou
To the SPECIAL SLAUGHTER LIST of Ladies' Muslin
1.73.
i r istian Endeavor work for the
past 4.0nr(
Martinez.
Amalgamated S3
Underwear and Embroideries.
127
year.
Sugar
W. C. Reid, well known attorney of:
Atchison
-- i it further resolved, that we exlos
Great Northern
The
Prices
we
have
named are ridiculously low. Take advantage of sam e
Ucswell, and former attorney general
140; X. Y. Central 113; Northern Pac.
of the territory is in Albuquerque on press our appreciation, lirst, to the 122
11:4
lMiroadS' for tue benefit of the special
Southern
Reading
business.
rates made to members and visitors Pac. 109
Union I'nc. ICS
Romenik Bruno, a one year ma.i
to the convention; second, to the man- Steel 70; Steel Pfd. 112
from Bernalillo county was sent to
DRY GOODS
of the Mountainair Ciiaiitati-que- ,
CHICAGO GRAIN.
that county yesterday and will work agement
for the use of the tabernacle,
25.
Chicago, III, July
on the road gang there.
Expected
vb the
Mrs. Bergere has returned from a tents, grounds, etc., and third, to Alis.3 lightness ot world shinmerts
S X S X
Corbett and others who assisted with oriee of whmit tnlv
-,
t..
pleasant week's visit to Mr. and Mrs. music by
-j.
j
dur-at
the
favorable
presiding
piano,
harvest returns in Ron-Edward M. Otero at Los Lunas. She
ing the convention; fourth, to the re-- mania had a similar .effect.
off
gagWglfrimitKg
at
enroute.
stopped
Albuquerque
.
. wun.o
i iuc
off to 4c up.
i. j". .urn u.puR's ranged irom
Miss Manderfield will leave this evefaithful
and efficient services
unning with Roosevelt Armijo and Jos- tile past one and half years. during September started tit f)3 to Ji.'i
changed to
higher, touched 112
eph Charles Bergere for a visit with
The evening exercises closed with; and then rose to 93
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Otero at Los
stereopticon views illustrating the! Closing figures were easy at 92
Lunas.
r
for September, a net loss of
Senator B. F. Pankey was in Santa Christian life of an individual, sugRev. Charles
Sheldon's
gested
by
Fe yesterday from his ranch.
He book "In His
Rains in the southwest made an
Steps."
reports the range conditions excellent
Rev. Rose conducted these with a easier feeling in regard to corn. The
and forecasts one of the best years brief
lecture on each feature, which market, however, rallied because of
i.i the history of the state.
was enjoyed by all. Thus closed the. covering by shorts.
September opMr. and Mrs. Perrenot of El Paso exercises of the C. E. V. until
ft
to
July ened
lower at
"well known in New Mexico, are in
to fit! and reacted to (iti
1st, 1913, when Santa Fe will have f5
the city. Mr. Perrenot is called here the pleasure of entertaining them.
j
The clc?e was steady,
net low- on business matters and his wife acThe third day of the Chautauqua ei for September at (1.1
ft
companied him for a visit.
Oats showed less
opened with the preliminary exercises
than has
1'rsulo Borrego of Precinc' No. (!, ot the state Sunday school conven- been the rule of late.strength
Demands seemAKERS-WAGNER
a strong Progressive leader among tion in its eleventh annual meeting. ed to have dwindled awav.
Septem
the people there, is in the city to
Rev. B. F. Summers on the program, ber started a shade to
down at
tend the convention today.
Donato being absent. Rev. A. X. Kales was 33
to 33
sold at 3I1-- and
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
o.
ot
a
to
did
3:1
also
he
which
with
atked
ixoyua;
later sagged to
precinct
preside,
la,
strong Progressive, came in with him. ability and credit, to himself and thej Higher prices for hogs lifted
Herculano Martinez, of Las Truchas,
Rev. W. C. Merritt made ' sions. First fpiotations were 2
to
a lite long democrat also came in to a splendid address on the subje ct of 1 nc dearer with
September
delivery
attend the convention declaring that "What Our Work Stands For," and 17.83 for pork; 10.67
for lard, and
he was done with both old parties as southwestern field secretary, show- - 10.55 for ribs.
FIRE
ed
himself master of his work. At lilj
and would stand with the new party.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK,
INSURANCE
FIRE
of
Senator Miera, who was president a m. Rev. J. W. Rose
Kansas City, Mo., .Inlv 2.". Cattle,
,',,'!
srm
pro teni. of the senate at the last win- - Y P. S. C. E. delivered a strong talk receipts .l.r.nn inclu'rtino-ter's session is in the city today on on I he Ke'ation ot the i oung Peo- erns.
Market strong to 10c higher.
FRUIT RANCH
matters of business;
The
senator ple's Society to the Sunday School." Native steers (l.nnfrs.55; southern
600
congratulated the New Mexican on its At 10:30 Mrs. Ella J. Beck, of
steers 4.25frn.3n; southern cows and
er
A
wiho delivered one of the ablest
rlpvHnn.
appearance and gingery style and said
heifers !5.2."i'f?n.nO; native cows and
WILL DOUBLE VALUE WITHIN THREE YEARS' TIME.
It he wanted it sent to him regularly. talks made so far to the association,
heifers S.OOfKS.r.l
feedand
slockers
Conditions in Rnnrlovnl
nnuntv no. spoke for. about HO minutes.
ers 4.00(7.00; bulls 3.735.50: calves
(Jl cording to Senator Miera are
11:00 a. m., Miss Annie Porter of 4.70'CiS.2o:
western steers 5.50S,50;
especially from the stand point Fstancia, was next on the program, western cows 3.25WG.00.
4 of the cattle men. There was some but being absent, her time was occu5.000.
to
Market
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
T loss in tlhe lambing season, but alto pied by Dr. Merritt, who organized a 10cHogs, receipts
Bu'k of sales 7 rof?
higher.
a
"round
an
it
about
fine
table"
is
for
season.
hour, 7
gether,
85; heavy 7.5o!fi 7.70; packers and
Mr. O. E. Schofield returned last which was most instructive.
butchers
7.fi5(fi 7.S5; lights 7.75(7? .90;
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
The exercises of the forenoon, as
night from a visit of two months
5.755IG.75.
among friends and relatives in 111! well as those of yesterday have dem- pigs
e.Onn.
Sheep, receipts
Market
onstrated that the delegates who are
rois.
Muttons 3.5OW4.50;
lambs
Three sisters of charity from Albu- in attendance from over the state, steady.
5.50(f). 7.00; range wethers
and yearl
querque who have been in this city and the officers of the interstate and
for the past few days, left this morn- international work are deeply inter- ings 3.2o5.50; ewes 2.307?4.0O.
CHICAGO
LIVESTOCK.
ing via the New Mexico Central for ested in the work of educating and
Cincinnati where the mother house is elevating mankind to a higiher plane
Chicago, July 25. Cattle, receipts
of thought and
500.
located.
living. The work
Strong to 10c higher. Beeves
these people are doing will constitute 5.70V5 9.75; Texas steers 4.90(717.00:
the brightest pages in the history of western steers 5.S0(7J7.S0; Blockers
TAFT CONTINUOUSLY ASKS
New Mexico, and if all the sacrifice and feeders 4.00 C.S0; cows and heif
"
FOR MORE INFORMATION. made and
the privations endured by ers 2.70S.OO; calves COO 9.15.
D.
23.
PresiC, July
Washington,
C.
these noble workers were now known,
Market
Hogs, receipts 15,000.
dent Taft conferred on Ohio politics, the
would be more gen- strong to 5c higher.
7.C5
Light
415 Palace Avenue
::::
Phone. W 204.
today with William H. Miller of that eral and the attendance would be 8.20; mixed
7.50S.15; heavy 7.30fJ
state. Harry M. Dougherty, another greater.
7.30(7X7.50;
8.05; rough
pigs C50(7J
Ohio leader is expected tonight,
SO.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
Bulk of sal; 7.73(5 8.05.
It was said the president Tvould
Market
Sheep,
iDevotional and service song.
receipts 10.000.
take no part in naming a chairman of
2:00 p. m. Address, "How to Study slow, steady. Native 3.1.7Q5.10; westthe Ohio republican executive com-- i
the Bible," Rev. Ziegler, who made f. ern 3.30(7, 4.90; yearlings 4.00(5 5.50;
mittee.
4.25&"-50western
very interesting talk in which he im- lambs, native,
4. 25 Ct 7.50.
Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns
Subscribe
for the Santa Fe New pressed tiis hearers that he practiced
STERLING SILVER.
what he preached.
LOUIS
ST.
WOOL.
,
boosts
all
the
Mexican,
paper 'hat
and Staple Patterns of High Grade Table Silverware.
Small
m.
"Can
the
2:"0
Special
St.
p.
25.
Address,
Mo.,
Louis,
Wool,
July
of the time and works for the
HAND DtCORATED CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.
School Adopt Modern Methods?" Dr. steady.
Territory and western medrf our new State.
Franklin McElfresh, Chicago, inter- iums 20'52-ic- ;
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
fine mediums lS20c;
national teacher, training department. fine 13(517.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
The doctor handled this subject in a
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
smallmasterly style, showing that the
San Francisco
Chicago, 111., July 23 Wheat, July
H.
GO. est
Reliable Jeweler
Sunday school could adapt itself 97; Sept. 92
g
Street
4
to, and adopt any method that would
Corn, July 72
Sept. Co
apply to any of the largest schools in
Oats, July 50; Sept. 33
the land. His was a very able and logPork, Sept. 17.93.
ical discourse on the subject.
j
Lard, Sept. 10.C7
m.
3:30 p.
Address, Mrs. W. O.
Ribs, Sept. 10.57
Oldham, Portales, superintendent elewas
Here,
mentary
again
department.
FRESH ARRIVALS
All legal blanks prepared according
a subject presented in a way in which
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
AT TESUQUE, FORMER
DAILY.
rebrought out many complimentary
Ne.r
WELT-ME- R
marks. Mrs. Oldham has a very pleas- State form, for sale by th
STROBER
ant way of getting and holding the at- Mexican Printing
RANCHES COM
tention of her hearers, by the manner
in which she treats her subject. The
acres-we- ll
BINED.
proceedings of the day were exceedOne-ha- lt
600
ingly interesting- - and Instructive.

MRS. W. LINDHAROT,

H. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

CHAUTAUQUA

Men's Suit
Sale

$9.95

IN

the balance

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN,

Great Bargains

MOUNT

C. J. Starkweather of Chicago is a
visitor here.
H. B. Koeder is a visitor in Santa

CAPITAL $oO,00000
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JULIUS H. GERDES

A

Ladies' S ummer Hats

ON ALL SUMMER GOODS,
INCLUDING

Ladies' Waists,
Skirts, Tub Hats,
Lawns, Silk Mulls,

j

and Nobby Parasols
it.

We mean exactly what we say when we make
this offer, and we will save you money
on every item that you take
of.

advantage

fSir
:

SELI6IS I IS.
O. Box, 219.

COMPANY
Phone 36.

:

CO.

s
ii

!!

1

n,i,

1

.

Scrim and Lace Curtains

4

THE SPECIAL VALUES

SELIGMJW

n-

(11

Come and look over

ADOLF

Antiseptic Slop Jars, $4.50

THE

FURNITURE CO.

j

2

ANCE
SURETY BONDS

--

REAL ESTATE

'

1

20-AC-

FOR SALE

Ros-wel- l,

ment

:

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

excel-jjjilen- t,

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch Property. Land Grants, Timber
Lands and Mining Property. We have everyInvestments.
thing in the line of First-Class

o. c. watson & ca
1 1

9 San

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

j
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SWEET PEAS
JAMES

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, UO Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

bear

Tesque Valley,
trees.
little

McCONVERY,

j
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SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

;

t

i

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

UAH

i

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to QccuWsts' Prescription.

I

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL

K3I

A. K. SINGER, CHIROPODIST.
Here from ALBUQUREQUE for a few days.
Former Assistant and Successor to DR. H. L. POST.
CORNS,

BUNIONS

and

INGROWING

TOE NAILS

Treated Without Pain or Danger of Infection.
meats Made to Call at the House.

Montezuma Hotel,

SANTA

Appoint

FE, N. M.

8

H. C. YONTZ,

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

FOR SALE

Cantaloupes,
Watermelons,
Cherries and
All Seasonable
Fruits;

Oranges
and the Big
Luscious

Bananas.
Our line of Frei h Vegetables
is fhe Most Complete
in the City.
Fresh Baked Goods Daily.

FIRST-CLAS-

For hire

HACK SERVICE

S

at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horses.

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:;:

THEODORE CORRICK,Prop't

'

bo

Black 9.

U S.

KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

NW.I

MARKETS.
WALL STREET.
New York, July 25. Stocks today
continued their erratic movements of
the early week. Leaders displayed
further hesitancy while the specialties recorded gains and losses.
The recent rise in general electric
which gained three additional points
in today's early dealings was explained by advices from Boston announcing a large stock dividend.
The stock immediately sold under
yesteray's close on publication of
the news, but soon rallied. Westing-housanother electrical security
with extra dividend prospects,
pursued a similar course. National Biscuit and International Paper Common
and preferred were heavy.
Bonds were steady. Prices showed
general improvement in the late afternoon until lead of the Hill stocks
which were purchased on favorable
crop news. Union Pacific and otiher

Sixty
fruit
under ditch.
Present owner must sell

fenced.

trees, small fruits.
owing to poor health. Inquire

INSURANCE
Fire,

and

LEONARD,

of

w

Tgj lIt"4 J

City Property and Loans.

Life, Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

y

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Ranches, Ojrchards,

Land Grants,

Surety
Of

Etc.

Bonds

All Kinds.

standard railway shares profited1 in
194 W., Room 24
lesser degree and there was a rally in Telephone
steel.
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
The market closed dull but strong.
In the final (hour the buying move
ment assumed more vigorous propor- - SANTA FE, - - NEW MEXICO

ILLUSTRATED HISTORY

0F

NEW MEXICO I

The most accurate and best written history of the State, giving the details of the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large
readable type,

(TIA A A

4IU.UU

SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS, INSTITUTIONS,
THE HISTORY

0FTdLXA1k)N1n

ETC.

NEW MEXICO

the Important Purt that Education Meant to the Settlement
phiim- and growth of Our State. By Mr. Read. In a
O
VCU 15
let, something that should be In every home in the State. Price,

A Concise Hi tory of

paper-boun-

author,

)t

New Mexican office, or address
BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

Leave your orders

at the

the
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PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily In the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
jPaxes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
arger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States. $2.50
a Year.
BRONSON CUTTING
President
WIGHT G1DDINGS
Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
Associate Editor
General Manager
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Switzerland of America.

)

Weekly, per quarter

50

NATIONAL

BANK

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

thing worked perfectly, thus giving
the Valley Ranch guests the purest
spring water, delivered to the different cottages in as perfect a condition, if not more so, than when it
left the spring.

Mr. Thomas,
have been spending
three days at Valley Ranch, installing
one of the most modern and complete
pumping outfits known today. Water
was turned on at 4 o'clock under an
air pressure of GO pounds and every

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

Valley Ranch, N. M. July 24. Mr.
Vick Roy of the Santa Fe Hardware
1.00 & Supply company, Mr. Anderson of
the Fairbanks Morse company, with

2.00 Weekly, six months

Weekly, per year

I

FIRST

Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
$3.00 Dai'y, per quarter, by mall
$1.25
Daily, per year, by mail
$2.50 Daily, per quarter, by carrier. .$1.50
Daily, six months, by mail
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park for the pleasure of the people tc
rest in and enjoy themselves and there
Let the
is no danger of overdoing.
REMARKS
plaza park tih retain its popularity
SIDE LINE
as it always will. Then give us the
capitol park, and then beautiful, his- toric old Fort Marcy. Nothing will
mournful
houn
the
Harki
dawg's
make the town more attractive to
howl.
visitors than a number of beautiful
And what are a few million dollars parks.

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

ng

to modify his theories if they cannot
be squared with the hard facts of the
I remember
situation.
his genial
OFFICERS.
habit of scoring off himself.
PLAUSIBLE BUT UNTRUE.
" ' For years,' he said to me, 'I lecR. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
Says a standpat newspaper, urging Taft's candidacy, and arguing in
favor of harmony and against the bolt of the progressives:
tured my students that the initiative
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
would not work; but the mischief is
"Already the old national committee of 'bosses" whose actions at Chicago
were condemned so loudly by the Roosevelt followers is out of office and
does.'
that it
power. It can do no further harm or good."
"He laughed a gay, reminiscent
That has a very plausible sound, and the only fault to be found with the
ON
laugh at the errors of the literary
a t nre
can
I.ahroan
words
argument is that it is untrue. The editor who penned those
"mu 111 uw
DID THEY GET IT FROM CHICAGO.
well knows that the new national committee is no closer to the people than
The news boys on the Xew Mexican ,".Wh" the archboss, Jem Smith,
cam- Albuquerque has a fly swatting
the old one was, and that it was chosen in the same way. In our own state,
.
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works. Perhaps they have been
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choice in each case left to the delegates and would a body of men who stolt
the democratic boss, 'but I have
Is Congressman Murdoch's "pure studying the methods used at the Chi-- .
a presidential nomination let go any advantage they had gained? They have
am I naven t
cago convention and are going to see cnangea my mina.
a new national committee in name only. It is the old wolf, but the sheep's clothing" law intended to prevent fab- Jhow
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retorted
it works. Anyway, the youngsters cnanged mine,'
rication?
fit.
too
to
small
clothing with which they have attempted to clothe it, is
a good bluff when they walked promptly, and bowed him out.
up
put
The article above quoted from says further: "A new national committee
"In face he is a more refined and
Truth crushed to earth will rise into the office on Tuesday afternoon
is now in office fresh from the people, and presumably it is free from boss
again but the trouble is, it never looks and announced to General Manager, less aggressive than .Tos. Chamberlain
control and influence."
Stauffer that t)hey wanted more pay and he has a voice, that is not high- "Fresh from the people" is good. It would be interesting to have the the same.
and
American
by jing, if they didn't have more pitched like the normal
S. A. AKINS
from
"boss control
ingenious editor elucidate that, and show how it is free
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ber of whom were given seats in the convention and the privilege to aid in
steam roller right into the business of- Presbyterian church, and he spoke to
Such talk might do for causes less comment than if he tried f ee and
the selection of the "new committee membership.
acted just like a real national me sympathetically of the growing
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
the kindergarten class in politics, but is scarcely possessed of sufficient to sell straight Wilson.
committee.
The New Mexican is aUnity of the c,urch behind the big
have
sense or fact to mislead the members of the progressive party who
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now, nowever, ana morai and sopiai rouses that arc in.
A lot of those pretty girl graduates progressive
withdrawn for the best of reasons and with full knowledge of results, from
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the party which has repudiated its own early record, history and the have already discarded their tomortar tDose old
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chair and told
republican party came into power. How many of them have lived.''
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story of a tamous old PresbyThat again is misleading. When has any considerable body of men, long
Soldiers at maneuvers in Wyoming Santa Fe avenues.
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When
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LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
"He is a phenomenon new to AmJudge Albert D. Nortonl of the St. Louis Court of Appeals writes:
This is a progressive age. Come in
"I am a progressive and will attend the state convention (of the national stand in with the police.
erican experience.
He belongs, in
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You'll
water's
like
boys,
it
progressive party). It is true, too, that I shall vote for Theodore Roosevelt
In selecting a wife, if you have any- - and when you grow up and get to be;f:lct' mllch more to tne c'ass o Pub"
in November."
to say in the matter, select a voters you'll find that we are all lie men we are accustomed to in Eng
thing
this
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of
the standpatters' part, following
action
The natural course
who knows how to pick a working together and trying to help land than to the class that has herewoman
announcement of a judge who has a conscience and possesses independence
chicken
in preference to one who and boost, but no set of men is going tofore pretty well dominated American
of thought, would be to get out an injunction preventing the judge from
to pick a guitar or a fuss. to make demands and give orders any affairs. He is nearer to Lord Morley,
how
knows
exercising his right as a citizen to think his own thoughts and to act as his
longer. The peopl&re going to be in Mr. Balfour and Mr. Bryce, to Walter
own heart prompts him. If they do not think this would be effective they
liber-- : control. The national committee meth- - Bagshot and the late Professor But5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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vail, and freedom of action is asserting itself. The people are tired of being good taste not to
give him any of tax on the already high cost of Iiv- - call a 'practical statesman.'
bossed and are planning, by this great progressive movement to be at least the
details for he doubtless will be jng is clearly indicated, merchants
The weakness of most American
the boss of their own conscience and their own action.
embarrassed enough as it is.
say today, by the prices named by public men is that they have never
It will be a wonder if the republican machine does not assert a mort
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Rage in its favor on the conscience and the citizenship of Judge Nortonio
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experience in
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a return to the fig leaf for some of about him.
In appearance he curThey do not want to move.
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After exhausting every legal procedure, the Taft leaders in Kansas find Their trade tlhey sourly view it
us. Then, before we could lay up a iously resembles Joseph
themselves in the same place the Roosevelt leaders have been all the lime
With venom and with gall;
supply, some chap would get a corner
The position of the Roosevelt men has been throughout to leave the ques- And yet they're sticking to it;
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EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
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place in sight, and if there was any Tar Compound to other cough medidifficult to stop by any method. It is the people's movement and they are
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Tbe Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
BRITISH LIKE
the torrid heat. All we need to do to make it perfect is to keep clean.
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
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Every Sunday night hundreds of our
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone Is Worth the Price.
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sure paid for it, by Heck, and there
EVERY
DESCRIPTION
OF
SUPPLIES
0 HAND.
thoy were preparing to do this.
on
;V
"He has written many books
o
is no deed of record showing that they
AGENT,
H.S.LUTZ,
no
But
he
is
and
economics.
a
history
to
It's
transferred
the
Oklahoma.
title
have
over
in
the
food
polibreakfast
for
alfalfa
are
using
They
Santa Fe, New Mexico
pedantic doctrinaire; and there is no
wonder that it is not prohibitett in the consiuuuon. iney uiusi uaye ovei- ticians.
cities have more than one American living who is aiore willing
Most
ooked it
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Meals, 50 Cents.

en suite with
without private bath.
Local and
Distance Telephones in
rooms.
and
running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
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GOOD WORK.

j

Done Daily in Santa Fe, Many Citizens
Tell of it.

Nearly every reader has heard of
Doan's Kidney Pills. Their gocl work
in Santa Fe still continues, and our
citizens are constantly adding endorsement by public testimony. No better
proof of merit can be had than the
experience of friends and neighbors,
Read this case:,
Alberta Oarcra, o'allsteo St., Santa
Fe, New Mexico, says: "I deem it a
pleasure to corroborate the public
statement I gave in praise of Doan's
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
found them to be an excellent remedy
and I have never hesitated to vouch
for their merit when an opportunity
has been presented. For two years
was in bad shape from backache and
kidney trouble and when Doan's Kidney Pills were brought to my notice,
I reaolved to try them. I procured a
bcx and they not only drove away
backache, but regulated the passages
of the kidney secretions and toned up
my entire system."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
1

1

Foster-Milbur-

n

States.

Remember

name Doan's

the

take no other.

is commenced for the purpose of removing a cloud upon the title to real
estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
title of plaintiff to certain lands within the district of New Mexico, and
that the defendant, Ortega Fiores, is
not an inhabitant of and cannot be
found within the district of New Mexico as shown by the return of the
Marshall for the district of New Mexico, made on the 25th day of May,
1912, and that said defendant has not
voluntarily appeared in this cause: now
on motion of plaintiff it is ordered by
the Court that the said defendants and
each of them, do plead, answer or demur in this cause by the second flay
of September, A D. 1912.
It is further ordered, that as personal service on said defendant, Ortega
Fiores, can not be had as shown by
the return of the Marshal for the district of New Mexico on the 25th day
of May, 1912, that a copy of this
order be published in the Santa Fe
Daily New Mexican, a daily newspaper published within the district of
New Mexico, once a week for six consecutive weeks, the last publication
to be made at least one week before
said return day.
Done in open court in Santa Fe,
New Mexico, this 1st day of July, A.

and D. 1912.

.

WM. H. POPE,
Judge.

NOTICE.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
The United States of America,

George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
used Foley Kidney Pil's for kidney
'1
and bladder trouble. He says:
find for my case no other medicine
Plaintiff,
vs. No. 15.
equals Foley Kidney Pills for beneOrtega Fiores, et al,
ficial effect." They are a safe and
Defendants.
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
It appearing from the complaint in and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
the above entitled cause that the same drugs. Sold by all druggists.
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MASONI".
Montezuma
Locgi
No. 1, A.. F. & A. U
FOR SALE Two story residence on
Regular commun.
cation first Montla: falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. C.
of each month a'. Watson & Co.
a
Masonic - Hall
7.30.
LOST bunch or keys. Finder reALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
turn to this office. Lost either at
e
CHAS. E. U.NNEi. SecreLa.-y- .
or on streets.

CHINA
Ke told friends of a hot wolf chase
which occurred a day or two ago on
the ranch in which a big lobo wolf was
killed. The animal had been seen several times before its capture, with
blood stained jaws, and from time to
time been devouring big calves out
of the herd. Finally the men on the
ranch sighted the brute, and after a
long chase across the plans for eight
or ten miles, the wolf was roped by a
Mr. Davis, foreman of the ranch. The
'wolf was an extraordinary large tyio
of the
lobo.
Roswell
Register-olTribune.

JUNE BUG BUZZING.
The old June bug mill below Red
river has been released by Trinidad
capitalists, who are putting in a cyaIf everything goes well
nide plant.
the mining camp of Red River will
set up and take notice. A water power plant is being Installed Questa
Gazette.

!

post-offic-

.
New York, July 25. After a chase
Santa Fe Chapter N
FOR RENT Nice rooms furnished
half around the world Jordan L. Mott, EASY, WHEN YOU KNOW HOW.
1. R. A. M.
Regulai for light housekeeping, with bath. Up.
J. Taylor, who recently located on
HI, and Mrs. Walter Bowne of this
convocation
stairs, over store. Frank Andrews.
city have been overtaken by Hector a claim out in the Kansas valley, has
Monday of each moat,
Puller in Hongkong, so states a dis drilled himself a well. He got a little
at Masonic Hall a
FOR SALE A new Brush car run
It appears
churndrill and rigged a "jerk rope '
Mr.
patch.
that
7:30 p. m.
only a few times. Would take good
drilled
t'uher was waiting for the elopers to a hind wheel of his auto,
CHAS. A. WHEELON.
horse and buggy as part pay. G. C.
BOY FALLS FROM HORSE,
When they landed from tile
British So feet in clay and sand and lias plen-H. T Crume, Box IlLIJ.
John Heck, the fifteen year old son ARTHUR SELIGMAX.
freighter Indvadeo, which left New ty of water of a fine quality. It takes
Secretary.
a genius to do thinks like that but it of Mr. and Mrs. Mat Heck of Cimar-helpYork May IS, bound for Honkong.
Applications will be received
some to be lucky and Mr. Tay-- : ron, died last Sunday morning at 0
Mr. Fuller, a war correspondent and
Santa Fe Commander Santa Fe Merchant's Associationby the
fwiifft'wj
,
for
o'clock at the home of his parents
globe trotter, a close friend of voting lor is both. Roy
No. 1, K. T. Regula:
position as conector.
and
Solary
jfrom injuries received by a horse fall- Mott, was commissioned by Mott's
conclav
fourth Mod commission.
Apply in writing to
BIG SHEEP DEAL.
father to pursue him and the young
ing with him. Young Heck was rid- day In each taonth a secretary.
TpsfSsSgJr
v last week, when the horse
one
woman witih whom he eloped and to
"S
The Gailacher Bros who have been
Masonic Hall at 7: Si
"bring him back" at any cost. It is running their sheep at the head of the stumbled and fell, throwing the lad
to the ground, rolling over
Elegantly FurrnsnecJ Rooms for Rent
said that the elder Mr. Mott, besides mal
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
pais, have sold their entire flock violently
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-npaying Fuller's expenses, promised to to Charles Spence, of White Oaks. The him several times. The boy paid
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
all modern conveniences, including
give him $25,000 if he should separinvolved between 5,000 and fi.000 tie attention to his injuries and a
electric light, steam heat and baths,
l
01
s Paying uase
ate Mott III from his companion and head, including this year's increase.'11"-lilue
Santa ""e Lodge o in the First National Bank
return him to his parental abode.
building
and the price paid was in the neigh- - bil" with several playmates. He was
No. 1, 14tt Apply to F. M. Jones.
Perfection
to
l
a
of
take
forcei
his
bed
Mrs. Bowne, Mott and Fuller, who hnrhnnd. nf S1 5.0O0. Oeoree Soence.
couple
Ancieut
and
Ac
degree.
are putting up at the best hoteli in of this place, is to take the yearlings days before he died, and all medical
cepted Scottish Rite o.
assistance, including doctors from Ra-- i
Honkong, were extremely reticent,
Carrizozo News.
Free Masonry meet or Oliver Visible
ton Could not save the little fellow's
it is reported.
The men met each
Typewriter
ether most cordially, but it seemed MAXWELL WELL, THANK YOU life. Rev. Father Cellier of this city the third Monday of each mont!1 For sale cheap. Perfect condiofficiated at the funeral services held at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
very doubtful if Fuller can persuade
Maxwell has advanced greatly with-side of Plaza tion and does splendid writing.
at the Catholic church in Cim- - Masonic Hall, south
young Mott to go home. Fuller ap- in the
and its progress has Monday
year,
past
Masons
Rite
arc eor Could ship on approval and trial.
fotisii
Visiting
pears to have a certain influence over .List started. Several new homes ai'i'on. Springer Stockman.
Write to CHAS. W. R1CKART
dially Invited to attend.
Mott, but Mrs. Bowne had more, it have been built, and many more are
Rosedale, Kansas.
S. G. CAB.TWRIGHT, 32.
SOME
CREAM.
seems. She is quoted as saying:
planned. The new drug store build-- !
Venerable Master
The gross amount of cream ship- "My influence over Mr. Mott is all
town.
to
a
the
addition
recent
is
TYPEWRITERS.
from Des Moines to Raton cream- HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
for good, and I tlhink he is profiting ing
The school house to cost $10,000 will ped for the month of
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne
amounted
June
ery
by it."
Secretary.
be built this summer and fall. A to
platent furnished. Ribbon and sup
1,400 pounds and the amount for
Mr. Mott and Mrs. Bowne intend to
church building is certain before snow
plies.
Typewriter! sold, exchanged
will reach
near
2,000
live in Japan permanently, it is said.
July
P.
pound
O. E.
3.
and rented. Standard makes handled
flies.
These are only a few of the mark. The amount of cream is inHe seems to have plenty of money.
66, B. P. O. E. hold, All
new things visitors here will notice
repair work and typewrite.-- mar
and there will be about sev
William Zeigicr. Jr., adopted son of
Santa Fe Lodge No anteed.
this fall, when they come to Pumpkin creasing,
Santa Fe Typewriter El
the
its regular session ai
baking powder Pie and Baked Squash day. Maxwell en new shippers in the next week.
Phone 231.
Th is should be of great interest to
king and backer of arctic exploration, Mail.
the second and fourti change.
all farmers, as it means hundreds of
reaches his majority today and with
of eaci
Wednesday
WANTED 100.000 people to drink
dollars in the pockets of the settler,
his coming of age comes an accounting
month. Visiting broth tlie
CHECK THE MULBERRY.
cream
is
as
almost
clear
of Mayor Gaynor's stewardship of the
;the
profit,
ers are inviteo an; Aztecmineral, cool, clear water of the
It can be procured
Spring.
Say you road critics, why is a tne farmer has the skimmed milk and
?0 million dollar Ziegler estate, the
welcome.
by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
income of which to use as he sees fit mulberry tree? We fail to see the the inrrease of his herd we think will FRANK T. BLAND Y,
furnishes same to all the leading sabecomes Ziegler's today. The death use of these trees; they are not good lore than pay all expenses, for the
Exalted Ruler.
loons and drug stores in the ciy.
of the elder Ziegler came at a time as shade trees nor is their beauty cows are (loing fine on native gras?i
P. M. A. LIENAU,
Why drink muddy water from the hywhen the achievement of his pet am- such as inspire anybody; to us it no iee is nee,ie(j to keep the cream
Secretary. drant or pipes when you can drink
is
make
use
to
seems
their
that
only
even
summer.
bition was hanging in the balance. He
during the
inchn-- j
clear and beneficial water from th
Xhe people are realizing more and
had sent out an expedition
under loafers ot the alreaiy loaferly
Banta Fe Camp Aztec Spring.
not ,nly smear t,,e worm' more the possibilities of this country
Evelvn Baldwin in quest of the North eu ,ilds
m.
13514,
W.
a11
over
a.
over tnHir faces but
Pole." The conquest of the north hadberries
as a dairy country. Des Moines Swas-beeCANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
icseti second Tue
the dream of the baking powder ,tne sidewalks and those spots on tha tika.
Proprietor.
day each month, o
man's life. He had spent millions in walks remain much longer than on
cial
on
tLlr
the
faces
latter
the
meeting
kid's
although
WILL HAVE NEW COURT HOUSE.
the quest. He died charging the boy
PROGRESS.
Tuesday at Fir
be seen for
J"UtRl ,V7
Dona Ana county will have a mag- end his mother to carry on the work tney may generally
is what all our pupils do the
That
man's
Hall.
Visit world over.
nificent and commodious office build- he had begun and conquer the mys- weeks. Las truces Citizen.
Read what Mr. R. L.
of the leg neighbors welcome.
ing for the accommodation
Garner wrote lost week. "Sully Countery of the pole.
A.
G.
A YEARLING GOT HIM.
WHITTIER,
r
Oniul
treasur-Elmeand
Musicians in every theater in Mancounty officers, assessor
ty, South Dakota, office of clerk of
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
hattan and1 Brooklyn except those opGeorge, who lives about jer, and suitable vaults for the
courts.
Regarding my own progress
miles southeast of Amistad, ervation of county records,
erated by the Shuberts went on strike
wi!' say that I have done all the reF. W. FARMER
Plans are now being drawn under
last night. In one house, the new sustained a broken leg while helping
porting for this court for the past
Homesterd No.
direction of the county commis-nesdatheater, renamed the Moulin Rouge, brand cattle at the XIT ranch, Wed-thtwo months to the entire satisfaction
office
of this week. In attempting1 sioners for an
2879.
there had been only a piano player
building adjoin-tof all concerned."
Mr. Garner was a
throw a yearling, in some manner ling the court house, on the court
Brotherhood
and a drummer, but those two men
of
for a few weeks, and finds the
pupil
American Yec-r- .
obeyed the call. The Globe theater his foot slipped and he fell, the ani-- i house grounds. The building will be
new A. B. C. shorthand fills the bill.
his right leg! well equipped for the offices of the
had a "scratch" orchestra and an or-- nial falling across
Meets First Fri Professor Phelps at the Michigan
gan known as the "unit orchestra," breaking it between the knee and the county officials and will accommodate
day of the month University, Ann Arbor, writes: "Hope,
which is supposed to sound as if a ankle. Dr. Brosier was summoned the treasurer's and assessor's offices,
at the Fireman's your system, (A. B. C. shorthand) is
full quota of .instruments was play- and reduced the fracture and at last which are now up town,
Hall. H. Foreman
meeting with the sucess it deserves.
The county has long needed
ing. Other houses affected were the reports Mr. George was resting as
A, El P. Robiinon. I shall praise it forever."
as could be expected. Amistad able vaults for county records, and the
American Roof Garden,
Fourteenth
Cor. bee. Fred t.
Come in for a thousand testimoncommissioners have planned especialStreet Theater, National Theater and Tribune Herald.
Alarld.
ials, printed and free.
ly to this end. The new building will
the Loew Vaudeville houses. The new
Local Santa Fe pupils can show
be commenced as soon as plans are
ROPED A LOBO.
scale presented by the union is musicODD FELLOWS, their results for five weeks teaching.
J. P. "White, returned from the Yel completed and contracts awarded.
al comedies, $30 a man, formerly $24;
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Facts are facts. It is sheer madness
vaudeville houses $35 a man, formerly low House ranch yesterday by auto. Rio Grande Republican.
Santa Fe Lodge to go to another town for shorthand
$2S; and dramatic houses, $24 a man,
meets regularly while the A. B. C. is in Santa Fe. We
formerly $22.50.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl pledge our word that we will finish
Theodore Roosevelt, a gray cat of
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- all pupils we enroll. We do not de
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wilmarth
of
mand your money in advance: yz
ers always welcome.
Amityville, was sitting on a window
pay weekly and just ?z.r wuat you
seat in a severe electrical storm Wed, will do all we can,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. can off""1 .iC
nesday morning. A bolt of lightning
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular .iny and squarely. Not a pupil that
entered the window and grazed the
Little Rock, Ark., July 25 Imbo-den- , campaign managers.
They made a meeting on the first Thursday of each we have finished is out of employcat, shaving his face of whiskers and
m. ment. References by the thousand.
Ark., has the youngest mayor in thorough canvass of the city for him, month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p.
hair and leaving it clean as a whistle
Five new pupils last week. Don't
F. Sullivan, not yet. boosting the "boy with the billygoats." Visiting brothers are invited and welJoe
world.
the
but otherwise not harming liim. The
Procrastination is a dangercome.
oelay.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
corralled
a
twenty-one- ,
a
vote
and
Tney
many
cripple,
by
hopeless
shaky
bolt next skipped downstairs, entered
ous disease.
DAVID
GONZALES,
Secretary.
two
old
over
male
office
their
won
friends
executive
that
the
promising
they
the china closet and smashed a saucer
An English institution, with branchA pair of goats would never speak to them again if
into fiinters, leaving the cup standing political campaigners.
es
the world over, teaching Arithmedidn't support Sullivan for mayNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
iu its place intact. Then by way of a end a dozen pretty girls contributed they
tic, Advertising, Banking, Bookkeepor.
to
election.
his
of
the
Interior,
Department
wire clothesline it entered a coal bin
Civil
Contracts,
ing,
When the votes were counted it
U. S. Land OflW t Santa Fe, N. Service
Sullivan was stricken with paralyin the yard and shattered it. In the
Commercial
Examinations,
course of its journey the bolt melted sis at the age of four, losing the use was found tlhat Sullivan had received Mex., July 23, 1912.
Insurance,
Law, English, Elocution,
Notice is hereby given that Chas. Normal, Public Speaking,
and lower limbs. a larger support than both his opponof his left arm
a window pane into an
Penmanents
in
A.
of
combined.
The
son
succeeded
and
whole
Sullivan
heir
He
has
nevertheless
Siringo,
Bridget ship, Punctuation, Spanish, Salesmanglass ball.
had
won
in
ticket
a
walk.
Mertba P. Morrill, only daughter of climbing several rungs of the ladder
Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made ship, System, Spelling, Shorthand for
The
Louis Sherry, the wealthy restauran-teur- , of success.
defeated
candidates were Homestead Entry No. 144S6, for Lot Reporting, Court, Congress and VerSec. 3, N
NW
SW
on 7; SW
complained yesterday before SuJoe admits that the goats and the tempted to contest the election
batim, Typewriting (blindfold), Telepreme Court Justice Gavehan on a girls elected him. The goats gave him the ground that Sullivan was under Section 10, Township 16 N. Range 9 graphy, Voice Culture, and all subfrustrated by L, Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian, jects pertaining to a successful busipetition for alimony and counsel fee his education.
They hauled him to age, but this design
pending the trial of her suit for sep- school and enabled him to sell papers the attorney general of the state, who has filed notice of intention to make ness career.
has re on the street for a livelihood, helped announced that he would recognize no final Homestead 5 year proof, to estabaration that her mother-in-laThe Santa Fe Business College, the
fused to eat with her and that because him to gather news for the local pa- "usurpation proceedings" against Joe. lish claim to tihe land above describ- tusiness University of New Mexico.
of this she is forced to take her meals pers, and continued with him after
Sullivan was inducted into office a ed, before U. S. Land Office at Santa
husband's he became an editor. The girls took couple of weeks ago.
in a small room of her
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of SeptemNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
home. The judge allowed her $35 a hold of his campaign and forced the
He began his official duties fifteen ber, 1912.
week.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
male portion of the population to lend minutes after being sworn in. He apDepartment of the Interior,
A general order from the board of him their support.
pointed his committees and inaugu- S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
N.
of
Romero
Santa Fe,
Mex.,
health calling for the shooting of all
crusade for the town Ben
Now that he has become mayor, rated a clean-uJuly 3, 1912.
unmuzzled dogs in certain sections of Sullivan does not therefore look with in less than two hours' time. Honesty Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Notice is hereby given that FrancisNew York City went into effect today. scorn upon his faithful little team. The and economy are to be the slogans of Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex. co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The measure is regarded as necessary chief executive of Imboden may be his administration.
N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
to prevent an epidemic of rabies. A seen daily driving to and from his of
Register. Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
Among the first to wait upon the
new mayor was his campaign commithealth department report shows that fices in his
chariot.
SW1-4- ,
NW
and W
S
SE
in the suspected districts seventy out
When his father died five years ago tee of twelve young ladies, with Miss
Section 23, Township 21
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
SW
of 210 dogs examined since January 1 Sullivan was in the fourth grade of Lizzie E. Wilson, aged sixteen, chief
N, Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian, has
were suffering from rabies.
the public school. He had been out manager, at their head.
filed notice of intention to make final
(010493)
of school for five years.
five year proof, to establish claim to
Department of the Interior,
COMMERCIAL LAW LEAGUE
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., the land above described, before RegFive years behind in his studies,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
WILL ELECT OFFICERS. unable to walk a step, having the use
ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N'. M., on
July 22, 1912.
of only one hand, weighing ninety-fivis hereby given that Sefer-in- Sept.. 5, 1912.
Notice
PALACE.
of
MANUEL R. OTURO,
Today is Being Given Over to Reading pounds this was the condition
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Perrenot, El
of Reports and Session Will Come this plucky lad on entering school
Register.
on July 20, 1904, made homewho,
Peso.
to End This Evening It is Thought that fall.
E
No. 010493-7992- ,
for
stead
entry
Mr. Lack, Pittsburg.
New Mexican Want Ads Tr!npl
Leader of his class, winner of a
Sec. 13, Lot
SW
NW
NW
G. A. Will, St. Louis.
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 25.
results
every Urn.
18
scholarship, winner of a gold medal
Section
3.
N.,
24,
Township
Range
B. F. McNulty, City.
The eighteenth annual session of the for making the highest average grades
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed no10
E.,
W.
H.
Ferguson, Denver.
Commercial Law League of America weighing only seventy-fivpounds
tice of intention to make Final Five
C. F. Metcalf, Denver.
wilt come to a close tonight with the this was the status of this same amYear Proof, to establish claim to the
L.
Los
CLEVELAND, 0.,
L,
election of officers.
Browns,
Angeles.
bitious youth the following spring.
land above described, before Register
The day sessions are being given . The next year he graduated from
S.
Land Office,
V.
and
over to reading reports of commit- the grammar school at the head of
CORONADO.
AND
Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
Alfonso L. Chaves, Las Vegas.
tees.
his class. After a year in the high
1912.
of
day
Sept.,
Three names are mentioned promi- school he began reporting for one of
H. Martinez, Truchas.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
T. Vigil, Truchas.
nently for the presidency:
the local papers. Two weeks prior to
Beatriz
Rafael
Vigil, Anas-taciMontoya,
W. B. Paddock, Fort Worth, Texas; his election he became editor.
Libario Montoya, Truchas.
all of
Atanacio
EdVigil,
Montoya,
P.
of
Chicago;
Vose,
Frederick
A. Balderamer, El Paso.
in Imboden
laughed
Everybody
Santa Fe, N. M.
win A. Kranthoff of Kansas City.
as
himself
announced
when Sullivan
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MONTEZUMA.
a starter in the race for mayor. J.
NATIONAL CONVENTION
Register.
Arthur Gore, London.
W. Regan and R. M. Lane, both promFRATERNAL
Joe Gordon, Cincinnati.
inent and experienced politicians, had
A. M Nason, farming near Canaan,
Z. Vogt, San Mateo."
Evan
office.
for
the
announced
already
ORDER OF FAGLES.
Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
U Interested ana should know
C. H. Starkweather, Chicago.
The amusement of his opponents
about the wonderful
to
acid
uric
due
1
he
rheumatism
says
L. G. Robinson, Kansas City.
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MARVEL Whirling Spray neither deterred nor frightened Joe
Aug.
in his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills enP. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
He drove his team of goats into the
The new Vaginal Syringe.
of
Dates
Sale,
Best most convenient. It
nuA. J. Mitchell, Pueblo.
main business section of the city,
tirely cured ne and also removed
cleans et instantly.
Auk 2nd to 4th, 1912.
merous black specks that were conH. B. Roeder, Albuquerque.
where he Informed the voters that he
Ask your drueeistfor it.
KidLimit, . . August 14th, 1912,
Return
before
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my
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

e

lip

j

-

IN EFFECT

,

June 1st to September 30th

pres-twelv- e

J

e

Return Limit, October 31st.

o

Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W, D. Shea, T, F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

Sale Daily, June 1st

Until Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,

NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
AI IFHRNIA
fL1L11
UHiMi
LOS ANGELES

and

fio'i?

via El Paso and Southern Pacific and
relurninj
same route, or via A., t. & S. F.

SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Oen'I Pas
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

NEW MEXICO

N. Al.' C. R. R.,

MILITARY

i

suit-eas-

YOUNGEST MAYOR IN WORLD
WAS ELECTED BY GIRLS

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

y

SANTA FE, N. M

INSTITUTE

Credit-Scienc-

4

4

goat-draw- n

e

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'TheWestPoint

of the Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.

1m6

Located

In the beautiful Pecos
VaHey.8,700 feet above sea level,

sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America.
Four,
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents

f

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
E. RHEA,

J.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PoE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars
logue, address,

and illustrated

cata-

COL. JAS. W. WILLiCN, Supt.

2

4

o

2

e

Rec-ive-

r,

o

$63.00

Every Woman

12th to 7th,

mi

f AGE

EIGHT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

THE HOME OF
Quality Groceries

senators became heated as Senator
were
Smith declared the democrats
trying to lead the country into conditions similar to those that affected
the sheep raising industry under the
He declared the
Ths Wilson tariff 'aw.

NEW WOOL
BILL TAKEN UP

"Washington, D. C.. July 2.").
democratic wool tariff bill, reducing
duty on all wool products about 50
per cent was taken up today by the
senate under an agreement to vote
it before adjournment.
When the senate met republican
leaders still were undecided as to
their course. Republican members of
the finance committee had a conference to decide whether Senator
Smoot's bill should be offered to represent the views of the regular republican majority.
No agreement
was
reached. The sugar bill and the excise tax bill are next in order after
the wool bill.
The prospect of agreement between
the senate and the house on the tariff
measures seemed to be lessened by the
avowed purpose of Senator Gronna to
present amendments for the repeal of
Canadian reciprocity. The senate 'has
on the
passed such an amendment
metal bill, but the house refused to
accept it.
Some indication of the line of action
was expected to be indicated by the
lining up of the forces after today's
session.
Senator Simmons, bringing up the
bill, said the democrats would
accept a less reduction in
the woolen tariff if it were found imto pass the
democratic
possible
house bill.
"There is no understanding," said
Senator Simmons, "but if we cannot
get our bill and we can get another
that offers substantial relief to the
people, we undoubtedly will take the
other bill no matter whether it comes
from the
standpat republicans or not."
Senator Smith (Michigan) demanded of Senator Simmons whether the
latter favored free wool.
"No, I do not," replied Simmons.
Senator Simmons declared he did
not believe the majority of the people wanted an tariff on wool abolish-
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LOCAL MENTION

Appetizing,
Gratifying;

Satisfying
Meals

Always

On;
Tap

Here

!

A NEW CARLOAD

OF

WATERMELONS

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.J

a

Germs that get into the body are killed in two Trays by the white corpuscles
substance that is in the blood. Just what this
of the blood, and by a germ-tillin- g
substance is, we do not know. The biood of a healthy person always has some
germ-killin- g
substance in it to ward off the attack of disease. The fountain head
of life is the stomach.
A man who has a weak and impaired stomach and who
does not properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become weak
and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and insufficiently nourished. To put the body in healthy condition, to feed the system on rich, red blood
and throw out the poisons from the body, nothing in the past forty years has
excelled Dr. fierce s Oolden Medical Discovery, a pure
glyceric extract (without alcohol), of bloodroot, golden
Eeal and Oregon grape root, stone root, mandrake and

WEATHER FORECAST.
Cnlo., July 25. New
Denver,
Mexico, general'y fair in south- ern, local showers in the north- ern portion tonight or Friday.
S

Wilson law had brought ruin to the
made "soup houses"
common.
Senator Simmons declared that
whatever the effect of the Wilson
had not been that degree of ..Sealfast Fruit Jars in Pints, Quarts
condemnation that exists against the and Half Gallons at GOEBELS.
queen's root with black cherrybark.
About the most popular place we
Payne-Aldrittariff law.
"Mv husband was a sufferer from stomach trouble and
have seen lately is Zook's soda founHe declared that the cause of
Impure "blood." writes Mrs. James II. Martin, of Franktain on a hot day.
furt,
Ky. "He had a sore on his face that would form a.
made possible under that law,"
scab which would dry and drop off in about a month, them
the names of senators and represen- forWhatever your doctor prescribes
would immediately form. It continued this way
another
can be
July stomach trouble
Ii.T a loll unic. 1113 inw t'xviy iriiu-uuini. iwiy uur wuuia
tatives prominently identified with its
v
Zooks.
at
Miwt but found no relief. He then tried Dr. Pierce's At the prize
passage were now held in "oppre-bium- " supplied
A glass of delicious, cold Root Beer
fight you see rounds of
by the people.
has stayed cured now for two years, and I recommend this
is a thirst quencher that is popular
but
here you see pounds of
pound,
blood."
valuable medicine for iinpuritie's of the
The Cummins substitute was taken at Zook's fountain.
round!
Pellets
and
Pleasant
Pierce's
Dr.
when
Senator Simmons concluded.
regulate
invigorate
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Tonight at the Elks' a show well
stomach, liver and bowels.. Suar-coaieIi presented a marked reduction
tiny granules.
in worth
J. H. Mastin. Esq.
seeing.
j
duties from the figures of the existing
Las Trabajadores will meet with
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
law but the reductions were much
less than those of the Democratic Miss Dorothy Griffin, Friday after building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
eluded in the draft of the platform a
noon at 2:30 o clock.
FOUND On the street by Frank resolution appointing a committee to
Short Steak, Flank,
house bill.
Keep your skin clean. Use pure, Owen a purse with a small amount name
independent electors. The resoSenator Cummin's discussion of the soft,
sucn
Round
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Zook
talcum,
Steak, Pork Steak,
of change.
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and vice presidential candidates namWay They Rank!
Senator Dolliver in 1909. He said he
felt like paying a tribute to the mem- East Palace avenue.
The Man Under the Bed, a comedy ed at Chicago on August 5 next and
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Charming actions go well with and a good one, at the Elks' tonight. placed on the ballot in conformity
ory of Senator Dolliver because the
You
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will
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laws
have
the
of
charmcharming
Maryland.
The highest temperature on yesterOf The Above Choice Cuts
investigation had been, so
clo.sely approximated by the findings Mng. looks if you use Zook's Benzoin, day was 75 at 3:45 u. m., and the lowWitch Hazel and Almond Cream.
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
of tihe board.
Should Bring'
est 57 at 3:20 a. m. Showers and
A. E. Syafy and Samuel Young have
The proposed democratic duty of 20 j The Woman's Board of the Archaeo- thunderstorms occurred during the
per cent on raw wool was too low, he logical School will meet tomorrow af- day. The forecast is generally fair this day mutually agreed to dissolve
Post-Haste!
heretofore known
A full at- in south
said, but he advocated a duty of 1.") ternoon at three o'clock.
portion; local showers in the
as
the Capital Tailors, doing a genecents a pound. The present duty is tendance is desired.
north portion tonight or Friday.
ral tailoring business at Santa Fe,
about 33 cents.
j
LOST On road between
A. E. Syufy has purchased the interHow Gcod They'll Taste !
Tesuque
As the debate proceeded the regu- and Santa Fe, open face, gun metal est of Samuel Young in the Capital N. M., A. E. Syufy having bought the
of
Mr.
All
interest
Young.
persons
lar republicans received sufficient as- watdh
illuminated
dial.
Liberal Tailors and will hereafter be sole proindebted to the firm will make paysurance of support from progressives reward for return to New Mexican.
prietor. He will continue to furnish ment to Mr.
to cause them to decide to introduce
Syufy and all bills should
A Picture Beautiful, the Senorita's the people of Santa Fe with a higu
a bill, and their choice fell on Sena- Butterfly, at the Elks' tonight.
class tailoring establishment, very be presented to him.
A. E. SYUFY,
tor Lippitt's measure.
Absolute
cleanliness about the shortly receiving the finest line of fall
S. YOUNG.
It separates wool into three class fountain and then clear, sparkling and winter fabrics brought to this
Phone 92.
es:
glasses lend an added zest to Zook's city. His cleaning, pressing and alterThe duty on wool of the first class delicious soda.
ing department will be kept right up
imported in the grease, is fixed at 18
NICELY
FURNISHED
ROOMS to the minute, promptness and reliacents per pound on the "clean con- with bath, Don Gaspar avenue, oppo- bility guaranteed.
tent."
site Capitol grounds for men. John
The duty on scoured wool is fixed
.
Mayes, Laughlin
PROGRESSIVES
block, Phone MARYLAND
at 20 cents on wool of the first class. 194 W.
.
ARE SOMEWHAT DIVIDED,
On wool of the second class the
The fixtures, dishes, cooking utened.
The interchange between the two duty is fixed at 131-- cents per pound sils, etc., of New State Restaurant Discussion Arises as to Split in Rewhen scoured and at 13
on the for sale at sacrifice
The
price.
publican Party When Mass Convenclean content wfhere imported in the whole or any
part at private sale.
tion Meets to Name Delegates.
grease.
For inspection and prices see Joseph
Baltimore, Md., July 25. A decided
On scoured wool of the third class, B.
sentiment against a third party develHayward, Manager.
the duty is fixed at 19 cents while on
An Outcast Among Outcasts,
a oped at conferences
which preceded
that brought in its natural condition Biograph and a good
!
one at the Elks'. the gathering here today of mass conit is seven cents per pound on the
Mr. Business Man. Did you ever vention called by the Maryland followmass.
notice that the man that has the best ers of Colonel Roosevelt
to select
We specialize on
trade is the man that has the best delegates to the Chicago convention.
THEY ARE NOT IN IT WITH
TOOLS of QUALlighted floor of business. People's Cole E. Carrington, Jr., the recognized
POSTUM.
leader of the Roosevelt movement in
Electric Supply co.
ITY. All of the
Furnished Rooms for Rent this state, expressed himself in oppolines
Elegantly
The
used
by humanity
beverages
MEADQUATERS FOR
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- sition to a split among Maryland rej were each
"discovered" by someone. ing all- modern conveniences, includ- publicans.
Can Be Found Here.
HIGH-GRAD- E
lea, Beer, Coffee, Cocoa, Postum, etc., ing electric light, steam heat and At a further conference the third
etc.
baths, in the First National Bank party men succeeded in having incEach fills its place.
The makers of Postum have lately
succeeded in perfecong a process by
which that beverage
is thoroughly
boiled at the factories reduced
in
vacuum and delivered
in form of
&
coarse dry powder.
It is put up in tins and requires
only hot water to instantly produce a
most paltable beverage from a scant
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
of the powder.
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What is the difference between
prize firjht and our meat shop?

How The Body Kills Germs.
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Contractors
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HAVE YOUP. WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
A WATCH will run witVinnf
oil or cleaning longer than
1
any cmier piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

ery

ally.
f
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge
your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch.
jour watcn wnn us

mis

Watches
and

Ftowsps

Clocks.

"Time

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

That
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Santa Fe Hardware
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R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
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Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
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THIS IS OUR REGULAR SEASON'S CLEARANCE
nothing particular sensational about our summer's
it's the regular thing with us; and there are
two kinds of men who are likely to be interested in it. One
class is made up of men who wait for this time, when they can
buy GOOD CLOTHES for less than usual prices. A man who
sets the limit of his clothes-pric- e
at, say $20, is usually willing to
pay $20 for a $30 suit, or get his usual $20 quality at $16.50.
Another class of men take advantage of such a clearance sale to
get an extra suit or two for future use. In either case we are glad
to sell them the clothes. They're

THERE'S

ii

fe'

Wtmd

it

T 5GHHTME

b OODS

We want to get our space cleared for NEW FALL GOODS coming in. We are
willing to cut off our profits on the summer goods to accomplish that end. It's
a plain business proposition that ought to interest you wherever you are or
whatever clothes you have; it's a good thing for you and for us.
Copyright

$35.00 Suits

for $30.00 $32.00 Suits for $27.50 $27.50 Suits for $22.50
1

1

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

1

$25.00 Suits for $20.00
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$22.50 Suits

for

$17.50

1

1

909

bjr

$20.00 Suits

Hut

Schaffner Ic

Mm

for $15.00

HAN SALMON

